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vertisement.

WEEKLY NEWSPAPEB,

A

M., A SUN. General Dealers in
Coffins; Eighth street. See ad-

• Produce, Etc.

Oraeeriei.

Apples, $ bushel ................ S 25
PUIILISHED
SATURDAY AT
I^LIKTSTRA,A., Groceriesand Supplies; a Beaus, $ bushel ...................2 00
ready market for country produce; a choice Butter. V to ..................••
HI0H15AN, stock always on hand; cor. Eignth and Market st. Clover seed, ^ lb ..................
Eggs, N do/.eu ...... .............
OFFICE:
LANDEGEND'S BLOCK.
rpE VAARWERK, G. J.. Family Supply Store: Honey. V lb., ..........
8 00
a choice stock of groceries always on hand. Hay, V ton ............
0. J. DCE3BURG, Editor and Publisher. Blacksmithshop in rear of Store; Eighth street. Onions.^ bushel ......
Potatoes, bushel .....
Timothy Seed, V bushel ...........
TE2M3 OF 3U33C8IPTI0N:—$2.00 per year In advanse.
General Dealers.

30

EVERY

HOLLAND

•

CIH,

F

•

'

VAN

A

Wool, $

JOB 1MUNTINO PllOMPTLY AND NEATI.Y DUNE.

AUURSEMA J. * CO., DoalersIn Dry Goods,
1 / Groceries, Crockery,Glasswartj. Huts, Caps,

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:

Clothingand Feed; River street.
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General'' Dealers, in Dry
Goods. Groceries, Crockery.Huts and Cups,
Flour, Provisions, etc.; River st.

V

Eirdware.

................. 2
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new

“

_________
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Meats, Etc.

Wajonaabers and Blaskiaithi.
Beef, dressed per

Rail Roads.

i “

Effect,

Sunday, June

P'LIEMAN.J., Wagon and Blacksmith Shop;
I; Horse Shoeing and all kinds of repairing

1877.

21,

pone. Cash

paid for Furs.

Arrirtat Leave
Train*. IIMand. Holland.
G

“

“
“
“
“
*•

m.

“
“

Ham ........................... 8
Shoulder? ..............
Tallow, per lb .....................
Turkey?,
................... ...... 10
Chicken?, dressed per lb ..........

“
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to
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to »
to 7
to «
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toio

“ “
Chicago.
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“

J 1.15

D

a.m.

1.05
12.15 p.m.
13 Eighth and Fish Street. All kinds of sauf 5.10 "
*12.20 p.m. sage? constantly on hand.
3.15 p.m. | 9.45 “ “
TT'UITE, J., Dealer In all kinds of meats and
*2.05
Iv vegetables; Meut Market on 8th street.

“

Dead Animals.

time.
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Effect,
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7 15
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11 41
11 36
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10 40
10 18
9 80
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4ft

Ferrynbarg

2
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Grand Haven
Pigeon
Holland
Fillmore
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3ft
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8
9
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1

50
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50
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15

We

of the

New

members of the

Louisiana returning hoard

for their

tam-

pering with the electionreturns of

November. PresidentHayes

is

last

represent-

1

NOTICE.

XTERBEEK,

H. W..A CO., Proprietorsof the
Phoenix Planing Mill. All kinds of building material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.

V

L

TV

Blendon,Mich., Attorney
at Law and Notary Public. Special attention
given to foreclosure of Mortgagesand collections.
OfficeId the Village of Zeelana at the Store of A.
Bolka A Bros.

O

the presidentialdispute, are at the bottom
of the prosecution;while Gov. Nicholls of

opposed to

it

as

a violation of an

item

in

Phrileis&i

A

new

stock

political offenses; but again,

for

professional calls.

tarred on call; Eighth street.

BaiUii aid Issku

1.

TTENYON. NATHAN, Banking and
IV Drafia bought and told; cor.

Collecting.

Eighth and

Rirer itreeta.

rough-look-

ing

little

many

sheds— sometimes as

seventy or eighty. These are long

ns

dis-

tances apart, separated by dense woods

cape

a

,,

like fate. Of some the walls arc

built very strong, and the roofs very slight,
in the hopes that if an explosionhappens,
its

force will be expended upward only.

enormous roofs of

we

arc told

others arc tanks kept always full of water

The

and Stanley Matthews, who went down to

was

“ a fair count,” are to

he indicted also as accessory to the frauds

.

constant danger Inseparablefrom

the work would be greatly increased were

there not strict rules, always enforced.

No

cautious visitor can be more careful

than the

workmen themselves, for

they

hoard; while still further
know, if an explosion happens, it will bo
the job of prosecutionand revelation is
certain, instant death to them. So no
described as put up in part ut least by the
lights or fires are ever allowed; no one
deposed republican leaders in Louisiana,
lives nearer the mills than cun be helped;
Pitkin, Packard & Co., to revenge themsome of the buildingsare carpeted with
selves upon President Hayes and the reskins, and the floors are kept always
of the returning

publican party, and that there will be evi-

flooded with an inch or two of water; and
in front of

every door

is a shallow tank of

renewed claims of Gov. Kellogg to the wide-spread disaster.So the rubber shoes
worn in the mills are never worn elseseat in the United States Senate to which
where. Then, too, every one is expected
the reconstructed Legislatureso unanito keep his wits about him; there is never
mously elected Judge Spofford, and that
produce evidence any loud talking and laughter, and no one
ever thinks of shouting. Yet, with all this
destructive to Kellogg's claim.
extreme care, explosions sometimes occur,
We do not see in all of these stories,
and then there is seldom anyone left to
provided they are all of them true, any
tell how it happened.
occasion for honest men to get excited or
intendedmainly

to

indulge either in lamentationor protest.

PE8SINK.

Tbs next American

rifle

turn.

There can be no very great harm to anybody, who has played fair
ness, to

The shooting of the Crescent City Rifle
in all this busi-

Club of New Orleans on Tuesday was, as

have a judicialinvestigation of
we understand It, preliminaryto competiFor
tion at Creedmoor by the best marksmen

the contested questions in Louisiana.

our part, if the Louisianareturning board

there is really good reason to believe
did do, It ought to

be pul beyond

historical question, and they ought to be

ban to serve as & hiswarning against such rascality.

of that organization for places on the

in-

ternational team. The fine scores
the southern marksmen

which
made on Tuesday

—although partly explained by the clear
atmosphere and steadiness of wind that

put behind prison

It
If you

Has Stood

the Test,

torical

doubt the wonderful success of And

are qualitiesof

Louisiana weather encour-

age the belief that onr next rifle team will
If

Zack Chandler or Gen. Garfield, or

not only contain exceptionallygood maConsumption Cun, give it a trial; Stanley Matthews or Secretary Sherman,
terial, but will alio be composed of men
tbeu if you are not perfectly satisfied, re- one or all, connived and assisted In any
public square.
drawn
from widely separatedparts of the
turn the bottle ina.we will refund the provable way in these frauds, then, above
price
paid.
It
has
established
the
fact
that
country,
and in this sense will be more
\t ORRIS, 8. L, Physician and Surgeon.Office,
ivl over E. Umold’s Boot and Shoe Store, Consumption can be cured, while for all things, the fact should be made coo- national in its character than its predeEighth street.
Coughs, Hoarseness,Asthma, Whooping •picaotu, their condemnationwritten op,
cessors. This is one natural and gratifyCCHOUTKN, a A. City Physician. Office at D. Cough, and all Lung or Throat tronbies, end all possible punishment 'inflicted.
ing result of the general Interest which
there
is
nothing
like
it
for
a
Quick
and
posR. Meengs’ Drag Store, 8th Street.
It it not wise nor necessary to go beitive cure, and It seldom fails. 10 cents,
has been awakened in rifle ahootlng by
TI700LLEY, D. F. Physician. Office at rest- 50 cents, and $1.00 per bottle. If your yond the record, to Judge any man gnllty,
vV dence, cor. 7th and Market St's. AH colls Lungs are sore, or Chest or Back lame, use and inflictpunishment in advance; bat our splended victoriesover foreign teams,
promptly attended to, day or night.
anti It Is probablethat whatever the result
ShSoo's Porous Plaster, Price 25 cents. saspicion will oettalnly attach to whoever
Hsttinykir.
of this summer's contest, the interest in
Sold by J. O. Doesburg, No. 70 Eighth
•hrinka from a Judicial investigation.
TTIGGIN8, B. P. the leading Photographer.Gal- street and Wm. Van Putten, River street, Leaft of all should the presidentallow this manly and edifying sport will conHolland, Mich.
AJL lery opposite this office.
tinoe to grow.
bimseif to be disturbed or to interfeie in
As to the coming contest, in which our
lAtflM.
Dr. Shiloh’s System Vitalker is no thiabuilneaa. He baa entered upon the
aharp-ahooteri are to meet the picked men
If AUPRLL, H., Manofactarer of and dealer in doubt the most successful cure for Dys- reformationof the republican party and
of all the rifle associations of Great BriHarness, Trupks, Saddles and Whips; pepsia and Liver Oompiaiul we have ever
Eighth street.
known, otherwisewe could notguarrsntee the methods of oar politics. And be must tain, it is already evident that our best
it. In cases of Comsumptlon. where Gen- prepare himielf to tacriflce both persona! nerve and skill will be needed to retain
Inrlif KatUasi.
eral Debilitv, Loss of Appetiteand Con- and politicalfriends in the pariult of the
the Centennial trophy— and In selecting
17 ANTERS, A. M. Agent for Ottawa and Alie- stipation exist, it will restore and regulate
na ron Counties,for the MHowe Sewing Ma- the system while Sh&oh's Cure allays the end. He is not the man for hia reforms, onr men we cannot be too heedfnl in our
chine/' Dealers in needles and attachments.
tests or too careful hot to allow the least
inflamation and heals the lungs. Price 75 if he cannot witneaa the downfall of old
cents. Sold by J. O. Doesburg, No. 70, friends in their behalf as philosophically play to local or personal Impulses.
Tobaoooa&dOigm.
Eighth street, and Wm. Van Putten, River asArtemus Ward conldhii wife's relaOn ths Wrong B&d of the Limb.
Tk BOILER, G. /., General dealer In Tobacco, street, Holland. Mich.
A Cigars, Snnfl, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.
tions in the war. His occupancy of the
A Washingtoncorrespondent sends out
Hackmetagk, a rich and fragrant purpresidential chair U, happily for him, his
Wittksi ul Jmlry.
fume. Sold by the above dealers.
the followinginfermation ;
nrdertakinga and the countiy alike, beTOSLIN A BRBYM AN, Watchmakers, Jewelers,
"Peranns who claim to have knowledge
fj and dealers in Fancy Goods Kenyon's Block
yond
dlspote. Whatever were the facta
Candihs. Oranges, Lemons, Nuts, Shadof the real purpose of the recent banquet
Blver Street.
inea, Sardines, Salmon, Lobsters, Cove in the Louisiana bnsinest, whatever may to Ex-SecretaryRobeson and of the WoodOysters and all delicacies,we have a new be proven against the returning board and stock meeting yesterday say that these
stock Just received.
iU alders and abettors, there can be no meetings are the beginning of a movement
G. J. A. PESSINK.
designed by certain political leaders to
reopening of the presidential questionit- attempt to alienatethe Republicanparty
self. The congressional arbitration of the from President Hayes, and to leave him
L 0. of 0. 7.
electoralcommissionae tiled that. But in a position of politicalisolation."

t EDEBOER.B. PhysiciansndBnrgeon:Office
Lj corner Eleventh and River street opposite

this line

great build-

Jhat Secretary Sherman, Gen. Garfield

of choice cigars just re- what
new brands and they
G.J. A.

McK. Best will go to East Saagatack every other
day for the next year, to keep himselfin readiness
Bakirin.

one
of many

ing, it is composed

the Louisiana pacificationthat there
masonry covered with earth; the roofs of
should bo a sort of amnesty for all local

T. E., Phyalclan;residence, oppoalte ceived, some of which are
8. W. cor. Pnbllc Square.
very good. Call at

A NNI8,

rpKN EYCK, J., Attorneyat Law and Collecting I>E8T, R. B. A McK., Surgeons and Physicians.
JL Agent Office In Kenyon’a block, 2nd floor, 13 Office at their residence, Overyael, Mich. Dr.
River street

powder-mill is not in the least like

other mills. Instead of

Other houses have

did what they are charged with doing, and

S. W*.,

rl

Mill.

und great mounds of earth, so that if one
ed as disturbed; it is reported that the
“house” is blown up, the others will esbourbon democrats,who want to reopen

it is

Notice is hereby given to all persons Indebted to the late firm of E. Kruisinga &
Rotary Puhllci*
Son, that the undersigned has been apgiwincsiis Directory.
POST, HENRY D., Real Estate and Insurance pointed the assignee of the estate of said
Agent, Notary Public and Conreyoncer;Col- firm, and that all indebtednessdue them,
lections made In Hollandand vicinity.
Attoneyi.
must be paid to him without delay.
MANLY D. HOWARD,
[OWARD, M. D., Claim Agent, Attorney and VI7AL8H, H., Notary Public, Conveyancer,
Anifjnee of E. Kuuizbnga & Son.
and Insurance Agent. Office,CWy Drug
L Notary Public; River street.
Store, bih street.
Holland, March 28, 1877.

OHERBURNB,

,

1870.

Proprietors
of Ptugger Mill*; (Steam Saw and Flour
Mills.)near foot of 8th street.

45
15

and

water. Before entering,every person
must put on rubber shoes and walk

DAUEL8, VAN PUTTEN & CO.,

•

A

llutleriilg in party circles

The question has been for a long time dence forthcomingto implicate Zack
what will you do with dead animals. The Chandler and Secretary McCormick of the

are prepared to furnish pflrtiesor
any one person ice-cream at wholesale
LJEALD, R. K., Manufacturer of and Dealer In prices, as low as any other dealer, and we
rl Agricultural Implement?; commission agent will guarantee a better ice-cream.
for Mowlun Machines • cor. 10th A River street.
G. J. A. PE8SINK.
lower price? than any surrounding (own. Plow
point? ground to order. 10th street west of River st.

Monday, May 29, 1870.

officials;

undersignedwhose place ofbusincssisnear republican national committee, besides
Metz’s Tannery, will hold himself inreadthe other distinguished republicans named,
iuesssto remove all dead animals at his
through this water, for the nails In a bootown expense, by simply notifying, him in the fraudulentmanipulationof the reheel might strike a spark from d bit of
turns. Another suggestion increasing the
thereof.
sand
or gravel,' which might explode a
Ben'raud Wick.
complicationis that the prosecution is inPlows, By
single grain of gunpowder,and cause
Holland, Aug. 28,
29-ly
tended as a local democraticcounter to the

r'vEMING, W.
Manufacturer
U
improved machinery
enabled to
regularKalamazoo, Plow and warrant them,

Mich. Lake Shore Rail Road.

whether

ished for their alleged odanae.— Springfield
Republican.

A Pcwder

* Mixed trains.
t Dally except Sunday and Monday.
YTAN DKR HAAR, H., Dealer In Fresh, Salt,
X Daily except Saturday,
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
i Mondays only.
and twine; 8th street.
All other trains dally except Sundays.
All trains on this road, will he run by Chicago
Mmfictoriei,Uilli, Shopi, Xtc.
time, which is 2J minutes later than Columbus

V

tampered with by their own

The Reopened Louisiana Question.

see that there

V

j

brave.

Merchant Tailori

a.m. OOHMAN, J. W.. Merchant Tailor, and Dealer
in ready made clothing and Gents' Furnish
12.00““ f5.15 “ “
Ing Goods.
\ 9.35 p. in. 3.20 p.m.
# 2.30 p. m.
XTORST. W.. Merchant Tailor. Cloth pnrehasCome and see our newly fitted up iceod elsewhere, will be cut to order. Repairing
Muskegon, Pentwater
cream parlor, and see if it don’t beat anypromptly attended to. River street.
& Big Rapids. 11 15 a. ni. 5.25 a. m.
thing in the city aa well ns the ice cream
J 9.30 p. tii. 3.25 p.m.
Meat Marketi.
and cake.
G.J. A. PE9SINK.
New Buffalo &
1 ) UTKAU W., New Meat Market, near corner
Rapids. *10.15 a.

arni

wave

Louisiana and the liberal democrats are

.................. 5 to

...............
I'AIJKEMA ,6 BRO.. Wagon and Blacksmith Pork,
1 s Shot).
Shop. Horse-shoeingand all kinds of repair- Lard ................................ 10
me. Eighth Street u few doors west of River. Smoked Meat ............... . ..
ing done.

Chicago 2i Michigan Lake Shore R. R.
Taken

lb

in the records sentup to Congress ;

whether or not these officials shall be pun-

O'er the land of the free and the home of the

There

discovering

or not their state governments have been

But Peace tell? u? now the old flag l§ still there;
And again does the Star Spangled Banner now

Orleans grand jury

'

'

fall

by

Hayes; but Louisiana and Florida are

no means estopped from

whether they were or were not defrauded ^

nil about ut the indictment by the

Srain, Feed, Etc.
[Corrtcted by the "Hugr/erMilU.)

Hayes has launched it. Congress settled
the dispute before it in favor of Mr.

broad stripe* and bright star* now reveal

O’er the Nation’s high towers, the Union's

.

in General HurdRiver street.

cor.

war’* twilight

air,

Wheat, white bushel ......
to S 1 40
ftO
Corn, shelled W bushel ............
Liveryand Sale ‘Stabler
85
Oats, p bushel.
lines,$2.00 per annum.
1 (X)
Buckwheat, ^ bushel ...........
I)OONE & ALBERTI. Livery and Sale Stable. Bran. ^ ton ......................
to Ifi (HI
Noticesof Births. Marriages,and Deaths pubI)
Office und burn on Market street. Everything Feed. ^ ton ....................
.
21 no
llshed without charge.
first-class.
1 3ft
fiioo m ....................
An 2 before the Subscriber's name will denote
_ _
i
------ ---- Bariev. >1 UK) to ..................
1 10
the expiration of the Subscription.Two 21 sig- VJTBBELINK. j. H., Livery and Sale Stable:
1
50
Middlin'.’. V ion lb ...............
nify that no paper will be continuedafter date.
Officeof Dally Stuge Line to .Suugatuck,9lli Flour, U MM) tii ..................
ft 2ft
•y All advertising bills collectable quarterly street, near Market.
. 3 00
4 00
Fear) Barley, fl l(xi IT. .............
'

uaw in our

to our eight,

Etc,

Staves, Tierce,
12 00
Heading bolts, soft wood ........... @ 2 54
Heading bolts, hardwood ........ ......... 2 75
Stave bolls, softwood ...................... 2 2ft
Stave bolts, hardwood ....................3 (Ml
Railroad ties, ...............................
12

DER VEEN,
Dealer
VANware;
Eighth and
E.,

Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.
Business Cards in City Directory, no» over three

Whose

“

\TAS PUTTEN G„

1 T.

ft (XI
8 (X)
8 (X) 10 00
10 (X) 17 •HI
17 0(1 1ft 00
2ft 00 40 U<)
40 00 lift 00

.V)

0"
................ 8 00
Column .................. •1)
.............. 17 (X)
................2) (XI
ft

M.

(alntly we

gleaming,

Ndt the rocket'? red glare nor bomba bursting In

C)ne square of tcnllnea,(iionparell,)75 cents rpE ROLLER, D., Retail Dealer In Dry Goods,
*• greeu .......... ...... 2 85
for Ural insertion,and 25 cents for each subseGroceries. etc.; Notary Public and convey- Hemlock Bark ..................... @5 25
quent insertion for any period under three
ancer; office and store, cor. 9th and Market street. Staves, pork, white oak, .............told (10
mouths.

1

That ?o

meaning—

Cordwood, maple, dry .....................
$ 3 no
** green ................... 2 75

l

can be done the more easily, the more

fairly, and more justly because it need
This is the Louisville Courier-Journal't
new Fourth of July version of “The Star not, and because it cannot, disturb the national government or interrupt the career
Spangled Banner”:
of peace and reform upon which President
O! ?eo yonder flog In the dawn’? early llRht,

to

......................

to

Wood, Staves,

1

"ii
to

283.

Shilofi't

O

Baihm.

T\E

_

GROUT, L. barber. Hair catting, sharing,
thampooning.hair-dyeing, etc., done at reatrmahle rates. Barber shop next door to the City

U

Hotel.

W-IT

leeks Ml lUtlontry.

TT’ANTIRS,L.

T. Dealer In Books, Buttonery, Cigars,Notions and Toys, opposite
City Drag Store, Eighth street.

IV

Beets

uA

Iheei.

TJEROLD,

E.. Manofactarer of and dealer In
Boota and Shoes, Leather. Findings,etc.;
Eighth street.

XI

Dsatlrt.

O EE D. X. DenUl Surgeon; residenceand ofUT flee on Eighth Street, opposite Bakker k
Fan Raalte.

TTtERGUSONB. K. DenUl Sorgeon. Performs
i; all operationsappertainingto DcnUatnr In
the beet style of the art. Office orSr U. D. Poet,
Eighth
14-ly

street.

_

Bugs ail hellsliet.

*

;

ies

Paints and Olla, Ac., Eighth sUeet.

ThOESBUBG. J.

O., Dealer In Drag* and Xedlclnee. Paints and Olla, Broshes.Ac. Physician'sprescriptions carefully pat ap : Eighth at.

U

BUNGS,

D. R., Drag Store. Fine Drags, MedIclnee. Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and Permerles. Eighth street.
f

1

rAN PUTTER, W*., Dealer In Drags, Medi-

Mrtto.

FOB SALE.

THE
of each

weak

.

following describedLot* In the City of

flKk Vut

Lot
6. Sfie&lwest Addition |l7B
each ; Lot IS, frock 8, Lot 6, Mock 11, Sooth Weal
. Van
Addition $1T5 each. Lor* 1, i. 1 , 5 A 6 In Block
tt, an organised plat neartho M. L. 8. depot at
^ ALSH^H E B R R, Dr uggis t A Pharmacistj a fall
|225 each, except Lot* 1 AS which are fSOU each.
Also 8 lot* West of Flnt avenue ntglffi each. The
7. A A. X.
b advertisement.
above will be *old for a email payment down. Aleo
A Reoulab Communicationof Ukitt Lowe, the following Lota \ 10. 11, It It and 14. In Block
No. 191. F. A A. M.. will ho held at Maaonlc Hall, E. Lot* 1 4, 5 and i in Block H- The above will
ranltars.
Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, July be sold on long credit and email payment* down.
\f E YER, H^A CO., Dealers in ail kinds of Fur- 25, at 7M o’clock, ibarp.
Apply to,
Jjl niters. Curtain?, Wail Paper, Toys, Coffins,
J. 8. Bern, W. M.
lc tare Frames, etc.; Blver street.
M. D.
O. Bmtxax, Stc'tf.
cines, PainU. OUa,

Dm

euu

Proprietor of Dr.
Baao’a Family Medicines; River St.

Visiting other* ore cordially Invited.
R. A. SonooTM, N. G.
N. W. Uicoit, R. 8.^

HOWARD.

These schemers should read the story of

there was nothing in that settlement that

forbade the country from

investigating the

man who
saw

the antecedents or elements of the dispute order to
thus disposed of. Ipdeed, it is eminently

the

desirable that the questions brought tip to tion

Washington from the

states

should be

got on the end of a limb in
it off. Before

whether be

in- jured

or the tree was

wrong-doers, if any, covery

brought to light and

punished. All

this a

most

in-

by the operation. The Blaine-Robe-

vestigated by those states, the truth ascer- son Republicans will

tained, and the

Ip reached

ground he bad no doubts ou the ques-

if

make

they keep the saw

a similar disin

motion for

few months longer.— AT. f. tot. /Vsf.

Idfotpl

i

into, and Spain held to
for the outrages.

a

strict accountability

'•

London Times says “it shows

either utter
helplessness or else a very deep-laid plan, that
they should have neglectedthe brilliantopportunities affordedthem of meeting the Russians

michiuan items.

IL

driven through his hand, lacerating the

member frightfully.
The total valuation of Bay City, per
Hiram Braley, the one-armed soldier,
tai-roll
for
this
year,
is
$1,750,000.
to advantage.’’.... The Russian Twelfth and
at Dos Moines on the 11th inst and nominated Thirteenth army ctH-ps have been constituted
who
carries the mail between Saginaw
The Saginaw County Court has had
City and Shattuokville, had his horse,
the following: ticket by acclamation : For the army of Rustchuk, and are destined for seventeen divorce cases since Jan. 1.
CITY* MICHIGAN.
1)Uggy and harness stolen from his bam
Governor,Daniel P. Stubbs, of Jefferson the siege of that fortress, with the Czarowitch
as Commander-m-Chief.
J ohn Anderson s house at Rives was
the mght of the Fourth of July.
county ; for Lieutenant Governor, A. H. McShips filled with stones have been sunk by set on fire by a small boy with matches.
Creary, of Woodbury; for Supreme Judge,
A man named Edward Whaley, while
John Porter, of Hardin ; for Superintendentof tho Russians at the mouth of the Danube, to Loss, $500.
hunting with a comrade by the name of
Public Instruction, B. T. Ballard, of Davis counprevent the Turkish iron-cladu from forcing a
It is believed by the State fair officials Starkweather, on the Fourth, at Clfq>ty. Resolutionswere adopted demanding passage up toe river. . An attempt was made
THE EAST.)
that
the show of horses this year will be pewa lake, was wounded in the ankhrby
lion act and
by too Busaians the other day to take Rust- very large.
contraction ;
An enonnona copper lode has been discovthe accidental discharge of Starkweathchuk by storm, under cover of a heavv bomthe issue
bardment, but, after two hours of hard* fightLAfiODON Hubbard, of Huron county, er’s gun.
ered at Milan. N. H....The office of T. B.
of legal-tenderpaper money by the GovernTrothingbam,of Boston, was recently robbed ment receivable for all dues ; the remonetiza- ing, the assaultingparty was repulsed. . .Tho owns four farms, aud has in all 1,845
The State Board of Health has issued
Turkish commanders of Sistova. Tirnova and
of a trunk containing118,000worth of bonds. tion .of the silver dollar, making it a legal Osman-Bazar, who were successively surprised acres under cultivation.
a very complete pamphlet on the restrictender for the payment of all coin bonds of the
Kalamazoo Light Guards are tion and preventionof scarlet fever. It
by the Russians,have been summoned to ConA tereibleboiler explosion occurred in an
Government, and for all other debts, public and
ore mill near Allentown Pa., one day last week, private: the equitabletaxation of all prop- stantinople, where they will be tried by court- getting up au excursion to Milwaukee, has been sent to every township health
martialand probably shot
to take place some time iu August
officer, and many copies of the publicaresulting in the killingof three men and the fatal erty without favor or privilege ; the repeal of
The reportedabandonment of tho siege of
There are 654 patients at the Kalama- tion have been circulated.
woundingof five, while three others received all class legislation;that all legal means bo exhausted to eradicate the traffic in alcoholic Kars and the precipitate retreat of the besiegserious iu juries. . . .Thei-e was a notable gathzoo Insane Asylum, being nearly equally
The house of Mr. Joel Golden, situbeverages,and the abatement of the evil of in- ing forces from Asia turns out, as might have
ering of literary men in Boston, the other day,
ated five miles east of Hastings, was
temperance; the reduction of officers and sal- been suspected,to be a canard. The Russians divided between male and female.
to say good-by to Janies Russell Lowell, on
aries, to the end that there may be less taxes
C. Oscar Thompson, of Ionia, has burned to the ground on July 4. * Mr.
are still investing too place, and dropping
the occasion of his departure for his post of
opposing all subsidiesby the State or general shells into it at the rate of 2,000 a day ..... After
duty as Ministerto Spain. Among those presbeen appointed Treasurer of the new Golden and family were at the celebraGovernment:indorsing the principle of rail- u desperatefight the Russians have succeeded
ent were the poets Longfellowand Oliver Wention at Nashville,when the house was
road legislativecontrol; and commending every in relieving the besieged and half-starvedgar- House of Correction by Gov. Croowell.
dell Holmes, Ralph Waldo Emerson, the
honest effort for the furtherance of civil-ser- rison of Bayazid.
A 7- year-old son of D. W. Lewis, at burned. There is strong suspicion that
Presidentand professorsof Harvard College
the house was set on fire ; no insurance.
vice reform.
Charles Francis Adams, Jr., and a number of
Manistee,
the other day, was accidentally
The reports from the seat of war in Asia are
The convention called in Georgia to revise
MassachusettsCongressmen.
Graeme M. Wilson, Prosecuting Atnot of much interest at present. Molikoff re- drowned while bathing in a pond of
torney of Bay county, suicided in his
Lightning struck a shed during a thunder- the State Convention met at Atlanta last
water.
mains not far from Kars, with 35,000 men,
room at the Campbell House in Bay
storm near North Bergen, N. J., the other day, week. . .Ex-PresidentGrant aud Ben Wade are strong in cavalry and artillery.Mukhtar is at
Mrs. Wm. Halcomb, of Ionia townkilling Mrs. Sandow and a babe 10 mouths old, put down “by authority” as indorsing the Kars, his entire force, includingthe garrison, ship, has given birth to an eleven-pound City a few days since, by cutting his
President’s policy.
throat from ear to ear with a razor.
numbering about 40,000. The Russians still
and FrederickMuller,a boy of 14 years. Mrs.
son that has five fingers and a thumb on
Temporaryaberration of mind, caused by
Sandow and Muller had oeen weeding in a
The Mississippi Republican State Committee hold Ardahan, which is about all that remains
to them of the conquests with which they so each hand and six toes on each foot.
field, and took shelter from the rain in the
sickness and over-work,is supposed to
announce that, in their belief,it is inexpedient
brilliantlyopened the campaign. . .Constantished — The extensive foundry and machine
At Jackson, Capt. Bognrdus shot 49 have induced the fatal act.
to hold a State convention and nominate a Re- nople dispatches announce that tho Russian
shops of A. Hartupee, in Pittsburgh,Pa., have
out of 50 glass balls ou a wager to shoot
advance guard, consisting of 10,000 Cossacks,
At Trenton, last week, the Michigan
been destroyed by fire. The total loss is esti- publicanState ticket this year.
45
out of 50. In the match 100 were to
mated at $800,000. . .New York claims to have
The Presidenthas decided that, inasmuch as has appeared between Jamboli and Adrianople, be shot in ten minutes, and 101 were shot Southern train ran into a swarm of June
having traversedHeion pass through the Balhad a genuine case of Asiatic cholera.
bugs so dense that it looked like a cloud.
the National RepublicanCommitteewill have kan mountains.
in 6:51 J.
The telegraph wires upon which they
no political dnty to perform for some three
THE WEST.
Serious fighting has at last begun in BulMaj. Stephen P. Purdy, who has rested three or four inches deep, looked
years, the members of it do not come within
The Milwaukee Sentinelprints telegrams the scope of the recent order forbiddingoffi- garia. On tho 10th the Russiansmade a deterbeen prominent in Detroit politics many like fringed ropes, the roofs of the
from thirty points in Minnesota,Iowa and Da- cials to take an active part in pclitf s, and con- mined attack on the fortified town of Nikoixjyears, kolditig the position of County houses were covered. The swarm seemed
kota, which report grasshoppers in large num- senuentlythere is no objectionto Federal offi- lis, and captured it in gallant style. Nikopolia
Clerk several terms, died recently.
to extend along the line for several miles.
cials retaining ti
their membershipon the com- has hithertobeen consideredone of the strongbers flying with the wind. In Minnesota the
holds of the Danube. From Gabrova, Aides
nuttee.
A woman at Gaines had her niece arA 7- year-old son of Theodore Gros’hoppersare flying north, only a few alighting
Ben. Wade, of Ohio, has written a letter and other points comes news of Rus- rested and lodged in jail ou a charge of field, of Detroit, got up at midnight in
at the points hoard from. In the mam the
sian victories which threaten the second
’hoppersare doing no damage. Farmers are denying the published report thst he had beassault and battery in consequence of a a somnambulistic state, the other night,
line of the Turkish defense.The capture
encouraged with the crop prospects.
and walking to the window stepped out
come reconciledto the President’sSouthern of Nikopolisis of great advantage to the Rus- quarrel over the young lady’s lover.
From the scene of the Indian war in Idaho policy. Ho fears that this policy “ is but an sians. Another bridge will be constructed at
Of
the $24,000 liquor tax in Saginaw and fell from the second story to the
Territory Gen. O. O. Howard telegraphsan ac- ignominious surrender of the principlesof that point, and across it will pass immense
county, $14,000 has been paid, and war- sidewalk. He was picked up unconscious,
nationalityfor which our armies fought, and stores of provisions and war materialthat have
count of a battle with Chief Joseph’s band.
ranto for the remainder have been placed not having recovered from his somnamfor which thousands upon thousandsof bravo been awaiting transjwrtation
for.sorae time.
.
From the meager particularsfurnished we men died, and without which the war was a From Asia comes a report that the Abchasians, in the hands of the Sheriff for collection. bulism, even through the full. He was
glean that, after making a foro*fl march, he failure, and onr boasted Government a myth.” Circassians and Leschians are in full rebellion,
not seriously injured.
A German named Joseph Axlin comstrack the enemy, 300 strong, at 1 o’clock on
The
question recentlyraised by members of and have killed many thousand Russians.
An old farmer named Stoker, living in
the afternoonof July 1L in a deep canon, a
mitted suicide in the township of CarFor toe purpose of facilitatingthe discovery
the mouth of the Cottonwood ; opened fire at the National Republican Committee touching
rolton recently, by hanging. He is sup- the Hammersaw settlement, near East
once with a howitzer,and succeeded in driving the applicationof the President’slate civil- and arrest of that desperateconspirator against
posed to have been temporarilyinsane. Saginaw, who has for some time past
the savages from their position. The fighting •ervice order to their cases was discussed at the public peace, the American potato-bug,the
exhibited symptoms of insanity, atIshpeming
Scandinavian
then began in earnest, the troops firing from much length in a Cabinet meeting at Washing- German Government has had his life-size
t icked his wife with au ax, a few days
behind rocks and barricades, and continued ton last week. It seems that the opinion pre- photograph added to the rogues’ gallerv of the miners, named Olsen and Erickson,wore
since, fracturing her skull aud knocking
till nightfall The soldiers slept on their arms,
viously reportedas having been given by the police department, aud copies of it distributed instantly killed in the Lake Superior
her senseless. He then attempted suiand, early on the morning on the 12th the at- President,that it would not bo necessary for In all the ports and harbors of tho empire.
mine by a small fall of rock from a hangtack was renewed, and. after some se- members of this commiUee to considerthat or(dde, cutting himself terribly with the
GENERAL FOREIGN NEWS.
ing wall.
vere fighting the Indians were driv- der as applying to their cases, was given as
ax. Both will probably die.
en from their position. The pursuit was his first impression in the matter. A
The endeavorsof Servia to obtain a loan in
Two prisoners attempted to escape
A negro discharged from the service
kept up for some time, and the retreat of further and more careful consideration of Paris have been unsuccessful,aud the agent
from the penitentiary at Jackson of one of the wealthiestfamilies in Dethe ostiles was accelerated
________by
_
_______
a number of the subject has convinced tho President has gone to London. If he fails to procure a
last week, by letting themselvesdown
shells that were sent after them by lhe~ artil- and the members of his Cabinet that it is best
troit, in revenge, poisoned a quantity
loan there, he will proceed to Amsterdam and
over one of the wings. They were
lery. Gen. Howard claims a victory as the re- to make no exception to the rale, and a comof ice cream which was intended
Berlin — The British fleet which is concentratsult of this engagement,but the casualties plete understanding was arrived at, that memcaught.
ing at Besika bay consists of 24 vessels,
for guests in the evening. He told a
show it to have been a dearly-purchased one, bers of the National RepublicanCommittee
mostly heavy ironclads, with 150 of the
The new steam saw-mill of Campbell colored woman employed in the same
if such it can be conceded.Thirteon Indians who hold Federal officeswill be required at no
enormous guns now largelv used on British & Co. , at Piconiug, Bay county, was dewere killed (the number of wounded is not distant day to choose which they will relinfamily, and whom he wished to many,
war ships, and 7,000 or 8,000 men. . .The Emgiven), while exactlythe same number of sol- quish.
stroyed by fire a few days since. It what he had done, on the promise that
perors of Germany, Russia and Austria will
diers, by a singular coincidence, were slain,and
GENERAL.
was built on the site of one burned she would not betray him, and she had
have a consultationon toe 8th of Aug
twenty-fourwounded. Among tho killed were
Fatal accidents : Sirs. Eliza O’Connell, wife Much commotion has been produced in En- two years ago. Loss, $50,000; insured the tact to send him away pleasantly,
Capt Bancroftand Lieut Wiffiams. . .Another
glish aristocratic circles by the elopemenl
for $20,000.
and immediately ran down cellar and
St Louis bank, the Butchers’ and Droveis’, has of Charles O’Connell,with her child, and Mrs.
Lady Ernest Tempest with Mr. Hungerford.
closed its doors.
Reportsof rich gold discov- Mary M. O’Connor, wife of Thomas B. O’ConTip lake survey party is at work in the poured out the cream, not more than five
The new United States 4-per-cents.are selling
eries in the Big Horn conntrv have produced
Pat-in-Bay archipelago. They report minutes before it would have been
nor, and her two children,were drowned at
an immense excitement at Dead wood, from Baton Rouge, La., while attempting to cross in London at a price equivalentto par iu gold
the uninhabitedislands literally alive served. She then informed her employ
which place large partieshave set out in the
the river in a skiff
.A
16-year-olddaughter in this country.
with black and rattlesnakes, West Sister er, but ho took no steps to catch the
expectationof finding a fortune in this latest
of J. G. Bricrly, of Osborne county, Kan., was
The Greek Parliament has adjourned with- island being the most favored.
Dorado.
wretch until morning, when he could
missed by her parents. After several hours’
Lieut. Col. M. Y. Sheridan returned to Chi- hunt the girl was found wandering about in a out making any provisions for war with TurThe Henderson shingle mill, four not be found.
key. I liis action is attributedto British incago a few days ago from the battle-ground crazy condition,and, on examination,it was
miles
west of Tawas City, was burned
The following is a Hst of dates of fairs
discoveredthat she had been badlv bitten in fluence. . A Berlin disiiatch reportsBismarck
where the brave Custer and his troops were
recently.
Loss, including 50,000 in this State this year :
several places by a rattlesnake. She died in a as saying that any attempt to mediate between
Dale.
slain. The bodies of some of the dead were short time in great agony. . .Five persons— Ira Russia and Turkey at present is impssible.
shingles, $3,000; no insurance. The fire
found to be decomposed beyond recognition. Davis, Mys. Jonah Davis, Mrs. Ira Wakefield, News comes from Havana that the Cubans have originated from a pile of burning refuse. McihigunState Fair....JuckBou ...... Sept. 17to 21.
State Pomological Soc’y.Jackfiou ...... Sept. 17 to 21.
The bodies of the privateswhich could be Mrs. Eugene Brown and Miss Nellie assumed the offensive:that a battle has been
The Flint Commandery of Knights Anuada, Macomb co... Armada ...... Oct. 3 to 5.
identified were properlyburied and the graves Lacy— were killed near Greenfield, Mass., fought and the Spanish troops defeated with
Branch county ......... Coldwatcr ____ Sept. 25 to 28.
marked. The remains of twelve officers by
locomotive, while attempting to the loss of over 600 killed; that the yellow fever Templar at their last meeting voted to ac- Berrien county ......... Nilee .......... Oct. 2 to 5.
were boxed and brought to Fort Lincoln, drive across the track in a carriage.... Miss is decimating the ranks of the Spaniards;that cept the invitation to attend the twentieth Bay county ............Bay City ...... Sept. 18 to 21.
ir.e bones of the gallant Custer will be Kate Kelley, an estimableyoung lady of Deca- discontentis rampant among all classes of peo- triennial conclave of the grand encamp- Central Fair AsHodat’n.Hubbard8tou..Se2>t.25 to 28.
Clinton county ......... St. Jobua
..Sent.12 to 14.
Uken to West Point for interment. Those of tor, III, was stung hi the month by a bee, and ple, and that the financial stringencyis growment of the United States at Cleveland Central Mich. Ag. Soc’y.LanHiug...... Oct. 2 to 5.
Co . Custer. Capt. Yates, and Lieuts. Smith, so rapidly did tiie poison take effect that she ing desperate.
Eaton county .......... Ohariolto...... Sept. 28 to 28.
the coming month.
Calhoun and
McIntosh
be remove
tn tC
v
~ r--Jtoah will
will be
removed to
the was dead in eight minutes
minutes. ____. A heartrending
The German settlers in Bulgariaare seriously
Oeueiw county
Mint •.... ..... Oet. 2 to 5.
National Cemetery at Leavenworth.There- catastropheoccurred in a coal mine near WheatFrank Stewart, employed at ' the HiQadale county ........ Hillsdale ...... Oct. 2 to 5.
suffering from tho war, and tho German GovmiHM of the other officers await the action of laiiu,
county ........ Mason ........ Sept. 26 to 28.
land, Pa., ionu
last week.
ncviu The
AUU miners
IIUIitTH H&u
had UCCD
been
Humboldt mine, Marquette, had a little Ingham
Ionia county ....... .. ...Ionia .......... Sept. 17 to 21.
their friends. Those of Lieut. Crittendenwere hauling the coal out bv a locomotiveusing soft ernment haw complainedto Rimsia and Turkey
finger
mashed
by
a
falling
rock
last
Kalamazoo county ...... Kalamazoo.... Sept. 20 to 20.
given permanent banal on the spot where he coal. On the day of the accidentanthracite of their ill-treatment by tho soldiers of
both countries.. ..Gen. 'Grant was cor- week. His arm swelled qp badly and Kent county ........... Grand Itapids.Sept.24 to 28.
fell, in obedience to the. wishes of his father,
coal was ordered to be burned in the engine.
Livingston
county ...... Howell ........ Sept. 25 to 28.
dially received and hospitably entertained mortification set in, and the unfortunate
who objectedto their removal
The result was most disastrous. The mine was
Lenawee county ........ Adrian ........ Sept. 26 to 28.
in
Frankfort
and
other
German
cities ____
man died three days later.
The failure of the Second National and soon filled with the gas escapingfrom the hard
Macomb county ........ Mt. Clemens . Sept. 24 to 28.
The fertilevalleys of Chilo and Tumbaco. in
Monroe county ...... ...Monroe., ...... Oct. 2to 5.
Butchers’ and Drovers’ banks, in 81 Louis, coal, and six or eight men were smotheredto Ecui/lor, have been devastated bv a terrible
The barn of Allen DeLong, whose Oakland county ........ Pontiac....... .Sept. % to 28.
death. Many others were rescued iu u halfcaused quite a mo on the savings banks of dead condition.
volcanic eruption, followed bv a flood which farm is situated on the town Hue between Hamluc county ...... . .Lexington ..... Oct. tf and 10.
Shiawasseecounty ..... Owoeao.
, i:. .Sept. 26 to 28.
lapped up what tho volcano left. 'The citv of
that city, and Uo or three of tho weaker of
It is reportedthat tho insurance money will Latacunga was almost swept out of existence, Lebanon and Essex, was struck by light- Saginaw county ........ Saginaw City. Sept. 11 to 14.
these Institution^ have suspended.
ning, mid, together with its contents, \ au Buren county ..... paw paw,
. .Oct. > to 5.
rebuild the burned town of St. John, N. B., many lives beingrioat by the sudden inundaconsisting of hay and agriculturalimtion.
. . .Accounts from tho famine-inflicted disTHE SOUTH.
and that the sufferers have been amply provitricts of India1 ore worte, aud there is grave plements, was totally consumed.
MARKETS.
A seguo named Wilson was hanged at Nash- ded for by the donations of other cities.
cause for apprehension unless abundant rain
Barnard
O’Donnel,
of
Maniton
falls
soon.
The
city
of
Montreal
Canada,
was
the
scene
ville, Teiin.j last week, for the murder of a
NEW YORK.
The rinderpest has broken out among the county, was recently sentenced to one BXEVZS ........... ...; ..... ....' ! fc'liO <113 00
policeman.Over 5, 000 witnessed the execution, of a most disgraceful riot on the 12th inst, the
year in State prison for assault with in- “OOB ...............
anniversary of the battle of the Boyne.
@ 6 00
cattle in the environs of London.
.The young
which was conducted in a shockinglybungling
i2v
ruffian assaulted a woman wearing an orange
tent to kill. This is said to be the first cottoh ..... y;.v ..... .dvt.i ......
maimer. The noose slipped, alftl the culpnt
man
Haekett,who was killed iu Montreal on
! LOUR— Superfine Weidern ........ 5 75 @6 25
lily, and a young man interfered to protect hef.
term of court held in Manitou county in Wheat— 1*3 Chicago.
ton
Orangeman’s
day,
was
buried
with
great
pomp
f.A....
j 56 «| 1 r>8
' ‘bicttniJs
intolera- The latter waft set upon by a crowd and roughly
Corn— Weatern Mixed.. .......... 53)/ (2 61
ou toe 16th, a procession o* 5.000 Orangemen fifteenyears.
handled. He fled from his assailants, and while
Oats— Weatorn Mixed
‘34 '(4 50
to^POftolffiers following toe remains to the
The New Orleans School iWrd kas decided
into a- building
It seems that the lawproviding for the Rx»-Wei»teni.^K.uw......'..;.j.l
76
“ ' to ^tifc&h separateschools
the two races.
Pork— Mesa .....................
?l.»4 40 @14 50
protection
of
woodoock
from
the 1st of
During the melee OpwW-d 6f m-htv’Thote Admenia lias been utterly devastatedby the
............................... l».H@
... .The whole body of troope now stationed
CHICAGO.
were bred, and, in addition to the killing of hostilearmies,tfie Rimsiaus having destroyed January to the 4th of July is so changed
in Southern States, with the exceptionof those
by errors in the printing of the bill as to Bkkveb— Choice Graded SteerH.... 6 25 <2 6 75
the man noted, four other men and one woman
Choice Natives....;..u 10* 50 ^ 6 00
against the. Mexican were wounded. The wildest mreftetaentpre- or carried off everything eatable tiiat the Turks protect them only during the wrong half
Cows and Heifers
2 76 @4 50
marauders, does not exceed 1,000 or 1,200 men. vailed in the dty, and the wonder is that the had loft. to the people. Large districts are
of the year. Sportsmen are shooting
Good Becood-claaa Steew. 4 00 @ 4 50
threatenedwith famine and some are already
riot did not assume more f
Medium to Fair ..........4 80.(4 6 30
w lliw hoq*
suffering its karrora.,y.The Russiaus captured them just the same.
tidne, for the police were utte
Hoos— Live...
..... 4 50 @510
a
large
Uuniber
of
prisoners
at
Nikopolis.
The
Flour—
Fancy
Whfto Winter. ...... 0 00 @ 9 50
It is annotmoedat the Tr^astyyDepartment did nothing toward rappresBing
tke ehn
ahieute.
•Bing the
At a sohooUmeetingin Jackson it was
Turks
who
surrendered
included
Achmet
Good
to
Choice
Spring
Ex. 7 50 @ 8 00
that gold that has lost 4 value fro/p natural to the other cities and towns of Canada and
resolvedto raise $34,000 on bonds, pay- Wheat— No. 2 Spring.. J...A h 1 45/@ 1 45tf
throughout the United States the day was cele- Pasha and HasstrrtYasha and 6, 000 men. Forty
,, bVpBion in circulation will be received, at tile
AV..-.,’. 1 20
21
brated by the Orangemen without'
withbttt serious
serinnadbdk. cannon, twelve heavy caliber guns, and two able Feb. 1, HJ80, 1881, 1882, 1883 and Corn— No.No.2. 3 Spring:.*/.
. i .*1. ....
1 . i.
<2>Vi'. 4!»
by weight This would involve a loss torbanoo; there were abo extensivecelebrations mcnitora.fellinto the Rnarian hands. The 1884, for the purpose of building three Oats— No. 2...... .....
..... 31 @
throughout Roland, unattendedby violence or attacking force consisted of three di- new school buildings.
Ryk— No. 2. .u -JA . Aa y;;;A ....... 64 @ 65
^«.«dS,r!e^sccedingtcn centB
yisious of infantry,; and the fighting
Barley— No. 2 ..................... 62 (A 65
was of the most desperate character. Whole
The house of M. Hillman was burned Butter— Choice Creamery ..... ,.i; l 18
20
A meeting of white and black citizens of the
The tfadhirigton authoritieshaving become
J ....... i'.Jnv..*.' II
12
ranks of Rusjdans were mowed down by tho last week. The building was known as Eooe—Freah.
. Kgton in South Carolina known as the scene of satisfiedthat the military force now operating
Pork— Meaa ...................
M i 18 50 @18 60
terriblelire* of toe Turks, hot the Russians it
the Grove House, and stood on the old Lard ..............................
y (4 yi'
the EUenton riot last faUhae been held with a againstthe Nez Forces Indians in Idaho and seems, were too many for them, and, after a
MILWAUKEE.
Grand River road, between Fenton and
Oregon is totally inadequate for an offensive stubborn resistance of several hours, they finalWheat— No. 1 .....................1 68 @ 1 65
campaign, It was decided,at a Cabinet meeting ly capitulated. The Turkish authoritieBchargo Argentine.
No. 2. ....................148 A 1 49
that toe two Pasha* who surrendered were
Corn— No. 2...... ......
48
49
Bowdoin College, of Brunswick, Me., Oats— No. 2 ........................
33
has conferred the degree of LL.p. on Rye— No. 1, .............
67
69
Usdi
69
71
the Hon. Alpheus Feloh, class of 1829, Babley— No. 2 .....
speedily-as possible. A skeleton regimentre* U • , on ST. LOUIS.
Th* Secretary of the Navy has addressed a cently stationed at Atlanta, Ga,, has atm been 22,000, donslsting ' bf tofantiy^
ex-Governor,.ex-Umted States Senator, Wheat-No. 2 Red Fall............ i w @ j 41
letter to Capt. Howgate, the orfgitator 0f. too sent to remforce Gqn.. Howard’s command, Gen. wva^.' Rome fighting la reported, in which and ex- Judge of Iffichigan.
Oobn— No. 2 Mixed .............
46
47
the
Russians
worm
the
victors.
plan to establish a colony for Arctic exploration McDowell, the commander of the Department
of the Pacific, in hi# dispatches to the War
..... 55 0
The stockholdersof the Detroi t baily Bye ......
? gggggsggg!;
in the thk north, decliningto detail a dvil
Pork— Mess., ......................
13 40 @13 45
Department, representsthe situation as exceedPost
have
unanimously
agreed to articles
t PrMitUnt Htyea Challenged.
'Ifl' (# ' -Otf
ingly grave... TTho Mexifean President Diaz
for consolidation with the Datlij Tribune,
.. •••
w .<. . 4
« uv
60 (it
(J 6 00
has instructed his commanding officer on the
ttotai) a ctvjl officer for juch service, Sd, fS
4 50 @ 0 00
and tkere toflm dp#)t now of the con- Cattle.
Itio Grande , to coHHwat* with the American
CINCINNATI.
troops in suppressingthieving incursionsinto'
summation 6f the prelect at onne.
W**AT-Ited.’....,..i.
1 25 0 1 30
,,
Baltimore, Md., Thursday.
Texas, and ih apprehending tho brigands.
Core ............ .................. 48
50
Mu. Hayeh— ifenomi Sir : The fact of' my
A man named Cooley, at Coral, Mont- Oats. ,ji ...... .j..,. ..............84
40
SjSiffitifma8ing
n&Vy f0r
U8e ot the
At Martfcnsbttg,W. Yi., last week, striking
toe result of the calm county’, went home drunk on the Bye ................................68
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THE

ELECriNU A PBESIDEST.
Senator Morton on the Danger* of Our
ent System.
[From the Chicago Tribune.]

Res-

MONTENEGRIN CAMPAIGN. at four persons, we find the average
ALL SORTS.
examination showed that the piece had
Parisian
citizen
and
head
of
a
household
been cut or filed off. The thief had car- The Brave Mountaineer*,Though TempoGreen county, N. Y., reports 444 cases
paying $60 to the State and $100 to the
ried the piece off with him, and it is berarily Defeated,are Neither Conquered
of mumps.
city,
or
$160
a
year
in
all.
lieved that the iron work must have been
Nor Cart Down.
There are four Jews in the Turkish
cut some time ago preparatoryto some
[From the ChicagoTribune.]
Parhament.
t
ELECTIONS.
such robbery, and that the piece was put
The Montenegrin campaign is over.
back in its place to be removed only The brave mountaineers,after a desperBuffalo’* oity directory for 1877 has
States that Are to Vote This Fall. ~
when an opportunity should arise.
ate resistance,were crushed between the
Kentucky will hold the first State 48,293 names.

Senator Morton prints in the North
July- August a
second paper on the subject of that part
of the American constitution which relates to the election of a President.The
A COAL-MINE HORROR.
paper contains but little that is new. In
1M5 Mr. Morton reported to the Senate, Particular* of the DUaster Near Sharon,
Pa., by Which Six Men Lose their Lives
from a committee of which he was
— Heartrepding Scenes. Chairman, a resolution proposing an

American Review for

[Sharon(Pa.) Cor. ChicagoTimes.]
amendment to the constitution, substiAbout two weeks ago the Brookfield
tuting for the present plan of electing
President and Vice President another Coal Company completed a tunnel to
plan. This proposed plan abolishedthe their mines. Previous to this the comwhole mucllipery of Presidentialelec- pany hod hauled out their coal by mule-

tors. It required that each State should
be divided into as many districtsas there
may be Representatives in Congress
from each State; that the voters shall
vote directly for President and Vice
President,and the person having the
highest number of votes in each State
shall have the two votes at large for
President.The object of this amendment was to avoid all the dangers and
possible complications which threaten
the peace of the country, and of which
we had an example last year. The fact
that the Electoral College has long since
ceased to accomplish the original purposes for which it was instituted,and
that it has become au obstaclein the
way of a fair election, and a possible
cover for fraud, has been freely discussed, and has been generallyadmit-

power. When

the tunnel was in readi-

ness a small locomotive was introduced,
but it did not work well with soft coal or

an
experiment. For three trips it proved
successful Then it was observable that
the long tunnel was filing with sulphuric gas. At the fourth trip the brakemen were overcome by the noxious gas,
coke, and anthracite coal was tried as

and fell to the ground, insensible. The
engineer managed to get the locomotive
out, and gave the alarm. A largo number of men instantly rushed in to rescue
the miners. All were affected, and fell
unconscious.This state of affairscon-

overwhelming numbers

Turkish

Vassar College sends out fifty sweet
election on August 6. A Governor and
other State officers and a Legislature graduatesthis year.
will be elected. The main interest cenA Fond du Lao Nimrod has killed
ters in the election of Legislators, who twenty skunks this year.
will choose a successor to Senator MoWhitelaw Reid, editor of the New
Creery, whose term expires in 1879. Of
York IrlbUne, is a bachelor.
course a Democrat will be elected, and
It is said that there are more Chinamen
the main issue is whether McCreery will
in California than can now find profitable
succeed himself. Next follows Y ermont,
1’
where the people will vote for State ofBoston
gave
very
generously to the
ficers on the 4tn of September. On the
St.
John
sufferers,
her
gift-fundsamount10th of the some month Marne will elect
State officers and a Legislature. Sept. ing to $35,000.
5, California will elect a Governor and
The Cinoinnati papers say there will
Legislature. The present Governor, be more houses built in that city this
of the quadrilateral.
Irwin, Democrat, was elected by a ma- year than in any other sjnee 1868.
In reviewing the campaign from the jority of 435 over both the Republican It is estimatedthat 2,000,000 buffalo
outset it will be seen that the Montene- and Independent parties. The Legislahides are awaiting shipment from the
grins, though defeated, have been of im- ture to be elected will select a successor trading posts west of Dallas, Texas.
mense service to the Russians. At the to Senator Sargent, whose {trip expires
The demand from foreign markets for
yery beginning of the outbreak in Her- in 1879.
petroleum has created unusual activity
zegovina,the Montenegrins were in arms
On the second Tuesday in October in both the production and export of
against their old oppressor,and, down elections occurr in Ohio and Iowa. In
oil.
to the time when Servia entered the both States Governors and Legislatures
The Colt Manufacturing Company, of
field, defeated the Turks in every engage- are to be chosen. The Legislature
ment When Bosnia and Herzegovina elected in the former will also select Hartford, have receive*}, an order, fpr
were overrun and Servia sued for peace, Stanley Matthews’ successor in the twelve Gatling guns from the British
of the

armies, led by two of the best Generals
in the service, and coffmosed of the very
flower of the Turkish soldiery. But
Montenegrois still free. Her warriors
are still in their mountain fastness*s,
upon the sides of which lie 15,000 Turkish dead. Though driven back to their
rooks and crags, they are still unconquered, and their ancient enemy, through
the demand of Austria bn the one hand
and the straits of the armies in Bulgaria
on the other, has withdrawn, and is now
slowly pursuing its way to the south of
the Balkans to co-operate with the forces

employment.

•

i

tinued until twenty-threemen had
entered the tunnel. Squads of four were
Government
then formed. They entered the tunnel, Montenegro would accept no terms from United States Senate, although Matthe
Turk
because
her
claim
for
territory
Sportsmen may like to know that deer
thews’
term,
like
that
of
Sargent,
does
not
caught up a miner, and carried him out
are so numerous at the head of the Alliof the bank, and turned him over to the was not allowed. She wanted the small expire until 1879.

The followingtable gives a view of all gator river, In! North Carolina, that they h
once belonged to her. arable land for ner the elections to bo held this year :
destroy the crops.
abolishingthe Electoral College is that
State.. Election
OMoere.
crops, pasturage for her flocks, a chance
Two little boys ounrreledover a game
of finding some other plan better calcuAlabama ....... ...Ang. fi..Legi*Uuve.
to descend to the plains, instead of be- Kentucky.........Atitf. 6..LtgiaUtlve thd county, of marbles in Weldon, N. O., and one
lated to secure an honest election, and as
ing cooped up on her bleak mountain California. ....... Sept. 5..LeBUlative.
drew a pistol and killed the other. The
near an approach to the popular will as
crags. The 'Turk refused this demand, Vermont .......... Sept. 5.. Full ticket.
oldest was only 9.
can be had under our system of voting
Maijie ............ Sept. 10.. Full ticket.
and. the mormtaineers refused to lay Colorado ...... ..Oct. 2..Lefrtal»tlre.
by States, instead of voting as a whole
It is calculated that about 30,000 men
down their arms. When Russia declared Iowa .............. Oct. 2.. FuU ticket.
oome into the City of London every
people. Mr. Morton gives the figures
Ohio .............. Oct. 2. .Full ticket.
war with Turkey, the Turk’s first effort Loulilaun ......... Nov. G..Legiiilative.
morning for business purposes, and
showing the wide difference between the
was to crush Montenegro, so that she Maagachneett* ..... Nor. fl.. Full ticket,
leave in the afternoon or evening.
voice of the people as represented in the
should not co-operatewith the Russian MinnoaoU ........ Nov. 0.. FuU ticket.
popular vote and in the vote of the ElecMiMialppi........Nov. O..Legi»latiTo.
Dr. S. Weir Mitchell says every
right wing os it moved south to turn the Nevada ........... Nov. 6.. Pub ticket.
toral College. Tims in—
moving
area of rain is girdled by a neuLegislativeand county.
Balkans, which was in the outset sup- New Jeraoy ....... Nov.
Per cent. Per cent,
New York ......... Nov. 6. .Legislativeand State.
ralgic
belt
150 miles wide. “ I felt it in
popular Electoral
posed to be part of the Russian pro- Pennsylvania ...... Nov. 6.. Legislative.
vote.
vote.
my bones” is, therefore, simply nature’s
gramme
of
operations.
The
Turks
sent
South Carolina....Nov.6. .Legislative.
81
J8T2. Grant received .........
weather signal
up one army from the south through Al- Tennessee ......... Nov. 6.. Fan ticket.
73
18oH. Grant received .........
Texas ..... ....... Nov. 6.. FuU ticket.
91
18<-4. Lincoln received .............. 55
A scientific journal tells us that if all
bania, under Mehemet Pasha, and a sec- Virginia .......... Nov. 6.. Full ticket.
59
1850. Buchanan received ............ 45
Wisconsin
......... Not. 6.. FuU ticket.
the
salt in the sea were taken from it
ond
down
from
the
north
through
Bos85
1852. Pierce received ................ 51
The Governors whose terms expire at and spread eotially over the whole sur50
nia,
under
Suleiman
Pashar—
in
all,
a
1848. Taylor received ............... 40
family.
02
1844. Polk received ...........
The scenes that took place as the dead force of about 60,000 of the best soldiers the close of the present year, and whose face of the dry land, it would make a
The particular point presented in the
and dying miners were being brought of the Turkish army, under command of successors must, therefore,be elected, covering 900 feet in depth.
present paper of Mr. Morton is to proare as follows: Iowa, S. J. Kirkwood;*
A man in Santa Clara county,! Cal,
out were agonizing.Mothers and wives, two of the best of their Generals. This
test against the alternative plan provided
Maine, Selden Connor; Massachusetts, two weeks ago sawed off a limb of a tree
sisters and brothers of the miners ran powerful force the little Montenegrin
by the constitutionfor the election of
around distracted, crying and wringing army of 30,000 men has kept employed Alexander H. Rice; Minnesota,J. B. to secure a swarm of bees which had
President by the House of RepresentaPillsbury; Mississippi,J. Af. Stone;* settled upon it. The branch in falling
their hands over the dead bodies of their ever since the 1st of April, and what
tives. At such an election each State has
Neveda, L. R. Bradley; Ohio, T. M. knocked him down and killed him.
dear ones. One woman lost her husband have the Turks accomplished ? Montebut one vote. New York and Nevada
and two grown-up sons. Her grief gave negro is still free. Fifteen thousand Young;* Tennessee, J. D. Porter; Texas,
A man in Warsaw, Ark., has killed four
have one vote each, though New York
vent in shriek after shriek, as she alter- Turks have been killed and the remnant Richard Cokej* Vermont, Horace Fair- men on as many different occasions. In
has 114 times the population of Nevada.
of 45,000 is now on a long tedious foot- banks; Virgima, J. L. Kemper; WisHe states as a fact that, though the nately embraced her dead. It was a march to the south of the Balkans, to consin, H. Ludington. The Democrats each case he proved beyond question
scene that never could be forgotten. The
that he acted in self-defense, and was
House of Representativeshas 293 memexcitement seized upon the crowd, and relieve the forces of the quadrilateral, are printed in italics, making seven Re- acquittedby a jury. He is not often asbers, it is possible for forty- six members
publicans and five Democrats. Those
for the time many acted like lunatics. and to hold the mountain passes against
sailed now.
to elect a President. Delaware, Nebrasmarked with an asterisk have been elected
Grim, coal-black miners huddled together the Russians if possible.
ka, Oregon, Nevada and Colorado have
George Bell, of Camden, N. J.,
The Turks have made many blunders toother positions, or fill vacancies caused
like so many sheep, completely panic1 member each, who together would
picked
up a roll of bills omonnting to
in this campaign, but none so monstrous by such changes. Gov. Stone occupies
stricken.
give 5 votes; Rhode Island and Florida
some
$36, and, instead of advertising for
the
chair
made
vacant
by
the
resignation
The engineer of the locomotive, after as the diversion of 60,000 of their best
nave 2 members each, and the 4 memthe owner, spent the money. The owner
he had given the alarm, threw up iiis troops to carry on this disastrous Mon- of Gov. Ames, and Gov. Young that vabers would give 2 votes; Minnesota,
cated by the President. Senator Kirk- prosecuted him, and he was sent to jail
tenegrin
campaign.
New Hampshire, West Virginia, Ver- arms, staggeredwildly, and, uttering It is apparent now that if the Russians wood left the executive|officeof Iowa last for nine months.
incoherentwords, became insensible.
mont and Kansas, five States, have each
It has been estimated that $100,000,A grief-stricken wife threw herself on are successful during the present season March, on being sworn into the United
3 members, 2 of whom from each State
States
Senate.
So
also
with
the Gov- 000 worth of property has been conin
their
Bulgarian
campaign,
it
isowing
to
the dead body of her husband, rolling
would cast the vote of that State, so that
ernor of Texas, who is nowin the Senate. sumed in this country by fireworks
over with the corpse tightly clasped in this defection of 60,000 of the besttroops
10 members would give 5 votes; Arsince 1866; and within tup same time 320
her arms, all the time crying hysterically, in the Turkish service, to waste their
Strange Railway Accident.
kansas, California and Connecticut have
persons
have been killed and 90,000
strength
for
three
months
against
the
and cursing God and every living human
4 members each, 3 of each, or 9 in all,
Not long since an accident occurred to wounded by fireworks.
Montenegrin
mountain
sides,
and
leave
being.
would cast the vote of these States;
an express train on the Southeastern
Three sisters surrounded the body of one-fourthof their number under MonFunerals in VirginiaCity are generMaine and South Carolina have 5 memline, England. A passenger in the sectenegrin
soil.
If
the
Turks
are
beaten
a beloved brother, and refused to allow
ally made ostentatiousand very expenbers each, G of whom would give the
ond
carriage
from
the
engine
states
that
the physiciansto strip the body, to afford in this campaign, they deserve it for
sive. Father McGrath, a Roman Cathovote of the two States; Maryland, Misoil went well until they arrived within
greater facility in their endeavors to their blunder. If the Ibissians are suclic priest, said in a sermon that mpre
sissippi and Texas have 6 members each,
cessful, the Montenegrins deserve to about five miles of Minster, when, the
revise the spark of life.
money was spent there in burying the
and 4 votes from each State, or 12 in all,
train
traveling
at
express
speed
of
about
A majority of the sufferers were men have the territory given to them which
dead than fpr the curing of the sick.
would give the votes of these three
forty miles an hoar, the faintest shock
with families, and their untimely death they have claimed of Turkey, both as a
States. Here, then, 46 members, reprewas felt by those in the foremost carBaby is 7 years old, and. walking on
falls with double force upon their poor reward of gallantryand heroism, and as
senting twenty States, would give 20
riages, a slight crash heard, and stones the beach, says to his motner, “ Mamgreat
service
they
compensation
for
the
wives and children. The manner in
votes for and elect the President, notand dust began to fly up around the car- ma, give me a knife; I want to kill the
which most of the victims encountered have rendered Russia.
withstanding the 247 other members all
riage. On looking out of the window, sea.” “My child, you are stupid; redeath, trying to save the lives of their
voted the other way.
A Bully’s Fate
he saw that a horse was being dragged flect a little. How can the sea be killed?”
imperiled comrades, speaks volumes in
Mr. Morton points out the dangers of
along by the engine; its hindquarters “Well, then, the Bead sea; what did
A
fatal
shooting
affray
occurred
near
praise of the heroism of the miners.
cormption where the choice of a PresiRichmond a day or two since, which is were on the ground, the hind legs on die of?”
dent may be reduced to the vote of one
in some respects quite peculiar. It ap- either side of the front left wheel, and
Mrs. Sallee Ward Hunt, the oncc-faAn Arizona Shooting-Match.
member from one or more States. Prespears that George Moody, a young son the rest of the body was held up by the
mous
belle of Louisville, has placed over
idents have been chosen twice in that
A letter from Greenwood, Arizona of Whit Moody, a large property owner engine, and being thrust forward in some
the
graves
of two of her husbands a
manner. In 1801, after several days’ Territory, gives the followingaccount of at Kingston, was set upon by one Tom strange way. The train was gradually
tombstone with this inscription, “ Yene
balloting, a member, who was the sole a characteristic Western affray, result- Stivers, a big bully, who was discharged brought to a standstill,and upon going
representativeof a State, stated to a ing in the death of three men : “On from Gen. Custer’s command just before to the engine he found the body of a P. Armstrong and Robert r. Hunt, honfriend of Mr. Jefferson: ‘‘If Mr. Jef- Friday night Grant Biake and Johnny the death of that brilliant but ill-fated large, powerful black cart horse with the ored and loved upou earth for deeds that
won a home in heaven.”
ferson will give assurance that he will Baker were killed. It seems that Johnny soldier.
left buffer of the engine driven right into
retain the Collector of the Port of Wil- Baker got drunk, and swore he would
Texas has fifty wheat-producing counStivers abused the youth by pulling the body, and holding it up apparently
mington, in Delaware, and at Philadel- kill any man in Smith’s saloon. There his ears
at
the
juncture
of
the
lower
rib
of
the
ties,
one-fifth of which, if fully cultivatslapping his face.
phia, and will give two bills (which were was a Dr. Foster there, whom Johnny
boy bore this treatment for spine. In this attitude the body had ed, would produce 86,000,000bushels of
named) his approval, I will change my did not like. He kept flourishingthe some time, and finally said, “Tom, I been carried by the engine for about a grain. It has also 69,120,000 cotton
vote to-morrow, and know of two other pistol over the doctor's head, saying he don’t want to hurt you, but I’ve hod quarter of a mile. It seems that a man yieldingacres, which, if taxed to the exmembers from two different States who was g3ing to kill him. The doctor got enough of this.” Stivers answered by was passing over a level field crossing tent of their productiveness,would yield
will change their votes. The effect of it up from the table, where he was sitting, ordering him out of the house. Young with a wagon and two horses, when sud- 6,062,000 bales— more than the entire
will be to change the votes of those States and went up the street to his cabin mid Moody said he was not going until he denly round a sharp and closelv adjacent product of the world.
and give to Mr! Jefferson three additional got a double-barreledshotgun. He came had transacted his business. Stivers curve the express train swept upon them;
A man arrived in Buffalo recently who
votes, which will elect him,” Mr. Jef- back to the saloon to make Johnny beg instantly seized him and threw him le escaped, but the left buffer of the
had oome a long distance to place his
ferson gave the promise, the votes were his pardon ; so he says. Grant Blake against the wall of the room and kicked engine struck the shaft horse, impaled
mother in an asylum for lunatics. He
changed, and Jefferson was elected. In saw him go over to Smith’s saloon with him as he fell. The boy instantly drew it, and carried it bodily off in the manner
went to bed in a hotel saying he had
this instance, three men controlled the the gun and ran after him to take a small revolver and fired. The first described— the right buffer caught the
been so nervous about his mother that
votes of three States, and, by a pei sonal Johnny’s part. Arriving there, Blake shot struck Stivers over the left ear and other horse on the flank, killed it inagreement,elected the President. In told the doctor and Johnny to put up passed through the head, coming out on stantly, and threw it off the line; the he could not sleep for many nights, and
in the morning was foand to have be1825, the support given to Mr. Adams their weapons. At this, the doctor turned the other side. A second shot entered comer of the wagon came in contact with
come a maniac himself.
by Mr. Clay, and by which Adams was on him and shot Grant right through the the chest and struck the lower part of the first carriage of the train, broke one
elected over Jackson, was the foundation breast. The latter seeing the move- the heart. As Stivers turned to fall of its panels, and was hnrled off the line.
The British Government,in view of
for a charge of bargain and sale which ment of raising the gun, had almost im- Moody fired a third shot, which entered It was the opinion of the engine-driver the supply of rubber falling short in
followed Mr. Clay through life. Mr. mediately returned the fire, hitting the the back and lodged in the very center that if the horse, being hit so fall by the South America, is sending young trees
Morton strongly denounces this provision doctor between the eyes. After shoot- of the heart. Any one of the shots would engine, had not been impaled and car- to India. The native way of supplying
of the present constitution, because of ing Grant the doctor turned on Johnny have produced aeath. Moody had his ried forward in the way describe^, or if the trade with rubber is wasteful, and
its gross injustice,and its complete denial Baker, and firing the second barrel of
examining trial and was acquitted.— it had dropped from the buffer on to the the demand is increasing at an enormous
to the people of all voice in the election his gun landed the charge in Johnny’s
line before the tram had stopped, the rate. It has been the practice to cut
Lexington {Ky.) Pi €88.
of President.
breast, killing him instantly. Johnny
engine would in all probability have been down trees 150 or 200 feeil high to secure
Taxation in the City of Paris.
and the doctor fell at the same time.
100 weight of rubber, and the forests of
thrown off the track.
Au Adroit Robbery.
Grant turned around after being hit and
rubber trees in Brazil are being deThe budget estimate for the city of
The Indian Troubles.
had
walked
half-way
across the street to Paris for the year 1878 has been prestroyed.
A very bold and skillful robbery was
his saloon, when he also dropped. They pared and distributed to the members
The
administration
looks
upon
the
committed in a New York brokers office
Officers and criminals have many
the other day. The sales clerk had just buried Grant and Johnny on Saturday ; of the Municipal Council The expend- Indian trouble in the Northwest as con- exciting encountersin Arizona, bnt few
iture for the ensuing year is reckoned at stituting just now the most serious questaken in a check for $3,000 on the tiie doctor is not expected to live.”
that are more thrilling than that between
the enormous sum of 254,837,732 francs, tion with which it has to deal The
Leather Manufacturers’Bank and $2,200
a Sheriff’s party and four stage-robbers
An
Editor
in iroable.
or u;pward of $50,000,000.There is, how- latest reports from the seat of war prove
in $100 bills, which he placed on the
near Eureka, There was a long chase
Guido Weiss, editor of the Berlin ever no lack of funds to meet it. The what was before known, that the military on horseback,an exchange of about
counter by his side. The part of the
counter where the sales clerk stands is Radical journal Die Ifaafire, has been feoeipts from the octroi alone are esti-l force .now on the Pacific coast is alto- twenty revolvershots, and finally a hard
partitionedoff by an iron railing about sentenced by the Berlin Court of Appeal mated at 121,000,000 francs. The gas gether inadequate for the prompt sup- fight with knives. One officer and two
pression of the present difficulties. To
ti&ree feet high, the iron work being to three months’ “ honorable imprison- company pays 8,500,000francs, and the
robbers were killed^tad wounds were
reinforce
the United States troops with
omnibus
company—
“for
the
right
of
wrought so closely that it would be diffii ment ” for charging Russia with pursunfumerous.
cult for a man to insert one finger be* ing a hypocritical and mendacious pohey, circulation ’’—something over 4,000,000 regulars would invffivS the transportatioit
KISeiNO AWAY A TEAR.
of
men
afid
material
of
war
across
the
tween the rails. The clerk turned to under the protection of the Three Em- francs. Of the total expenditurenot far
Not wbrt U»e efaemUU **7 they bi,
Are pe»m— they never grew
transact some business with the bullion perors’ Alliance. It was in vain that the from one-half is incurred to meet the continent, and before the relief could
They come not from the bolknr sea,
clerk, and a minute later noticed that accused quoted a previous speech of interest of the-eity debt and to pay off a reach the Pacific coast it might be too
They com from heaven in dew
•»'
the money was gone. A square piece of Prince Bismarck to the effect that the portion of the principal Among the late Hr it to be of any assistance. If
Down in the Indian rt* it slip*,
matters
continue
to
look,
as
serious
as
appropriations
asked
for
is
$78,000
for
the iron inclosure h%4 been, cut off, le^v- so-called Three Emperors*Alliancewas
‘ Where great ehella catch it in their lip,
ing a space just IkrgS euoUgh to adniik a really not such, but only an agreement “ fine arts.” The amount of local taxa- at present in the Northwest it is not imAnd kt*a it into peatla
mutual
in xu~
the tion for each inhabitant is averaged at possible that the President may call upIf dew can be *o beauteous made,
hand. There was no clue to the thief. to secure
------1“~1 consultation
----Oh, why not tear*, my girl?
Word was sent to the bank to stop the event of peace being endangered. The $25. Of national taxes every French on the States to furnish militia for the
Why not your tear*? Be not afraid—
suppression
of the Indian war.— Washman,
woman
and
child
pays
$15
yearly
court
thought
that
another
appeal
was
payment of the check, and thus limit the
I do but kie* a pearl !
-R. II. Stodlard.
on the overage. Reckoning each family ington Correspondence.
firm’s loss to $2,200 in greenbacks. An open to the accused.

ted. The only

difficulty in the

way

of

physicianspresent, who did all in their
power to resuscitate the men. In this
way the work went on till thirty unconscious and six dead miners were brought
out. The excitement spread to the Cleveland shaft and Wood’s bank, adjoining.
Eight men from these two mines, laboring under the impression that other miners were in the tunnel, rushed in, and all
succumbed to the deadly gas. Of these,
five were shortly afterwardsbrought out
insensible and the three others dead.
Among the first to enter the tunnel to
save his comrades was John Jones, the
mine boss. He had proceeded about a
quarter of a mile when he fell, and au
hour later was taken out dead. He was
60 yeais old, and leaves a wife and large

strip of level territoryto the north that

1
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of the Italiankindom, and if he

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

MORTGAGE SALE.

prepar-

is

ed to sanction the interventionof

A New Airml

T\E FAULT

Italy,

having been made tn the conditions
of payment (of the second iustnllmant) of a
Victor
venture to cry certain indenture of mortgage,dated on the rlgbth
havoc and let slip his garlic-eatinglegions (8) day of May, one thousand eight hundred and
seventy four 11874,) made and executed by John A.
of organ-grindersfor an attack on Aus- Roost, and Clara Roost, of the City of Holland.
County of Ottawa,and State of Michigan, parties
THE CRITICAL CONDITION OF EUROPE. tria’s rear. Otherwise he will not. The of the firstpart, ami OljsbrechtStein, of Allegan,
fight in Turkey, whether it is confined to County of Allegan, and State of Michigan,party
of the second part, and rec-.rdedin the office of the
The war news ot the past few days has
the present belligerentsor Is extended by Register of Deeds, in and for the County of or awn
been full of meagre
Contradictory
the addition of Austria and England to and State of Michigan, on the eleventh 'll) day of
May, A. D. 1874, at two o'clock In the afternoon of
hints of events which, In their consequences
their number, in no
affects any sub- said day. In Liber “Y,” of mortgages,on page five
hundred and thirty flve(A8S)> And whereas,there
are tremendous.It is probably not too
stantial interestof Italy, and her govern- is now claimed to bo due and unpaid at thl* dale
much to say that the Russian campaign ment has no visible object in meddling on* said second instalment of said indenture of
mortgage the sum of one hundred and twenty-six
in Bulgaria has reached a climax. The
with It, except to serve the purposes of dollars and eighty-one cents, ($18 -.81) for principal
and interest; And whereas, the said Indentureof
fate of Constantinoplewill undoubtedly
Germany. The hazards of a contest with mortgagecontains a condition that as often ns any
be decided during the next fortnight; for
Austria are too great and too apparent to proceedings Is taken to foreclosethe same by virtue of the power of sale therein containedthe snm
it must either fall a speedy victim to
be invited by the Italians single-handed; of twenty (80) dollarsshall be paid by the party of
the first part to the part) of the second part as a
Russian numbers and Moslem incompebut Victor Emmanuel
be persuaded reasonable attorney's or solicitor's fee, and all the
tency, or the Russians must themselves
legal
costs and charges ot such foreclosure and sale
to challenge
If assured of the
In case proceedings shall be taken to foreclos* the
suffer so overwhelming a defeat that the
moral support and if necessary the mili- same, and no suit at law or chancery having been
remnant wtfich may escape to Roumania tary assistance of Blsmark,
instituted to recover said debt or any part thereof.
is reSow, Vurtfor, notice is hereby ffiten, that by virtue
will scarcelyform more than a nucleus
strained from Immediate and direct inter- of the power of sale containedin said mortgage
and of the statnte in such case made and provided,
for a new
Affairsin Asia are pracvention on Russia’s side by uncertainty as the said mortgage will bo foreclosed by a sale ot
tically in Btatuquo. The Russians have
the mortgagee premises, or so much thereof as Is
to the use France might make of such an
necessary to satisfythe amount duo on said mortfallen back to the vicinity of Tiflls, where
gage for principal and Interest of said Installment,
opportunity.
said attorney’sfee. and the legal costs and expenses
they will undoubtedly be content to reof foreclosureand sale allowed by law, at public aucmain until the campaign in Bulgaria comtion or vendue to the highest bidder on the tentn
(10) day of September A. D. 1877, at twelve o'clock
pels the Turks to recall enough of the
World's Great
Medicine. at noon of said day, at the front door of the
Discovery for Consump- County Court House, In the City of Grand Haven,
army of Asia Minor to get the Grand Dr. King's
in said County of Uttawa and State of Michigan,
Duke Michael’s courage up to the neces- tion will euro a cough in one half the lime that being the place for holding the Clrcnit Court
necessary to cure it with any other medi- for said (Xmnty. Said mortgaged premises to be
sary nerve for a second march toward cines, and it does it not by drying it up,
sold are described in said mortgage an follows,to
Kars. There is no longer any doubt that but by removing the causes, subduing the wii: All that certain piece or parcel or land, situate Id the City of Holland, In the County of Otsome enormous blunderingoccurred in Ar- irritationand henlingtlieeffectedports. tawa and State of Michigan,and describedas folmenia by which the capture of Byazid For all cases of hoarseness, suppression or lows, to wit: Lot numoered five and the west
loss of voice, any severe chronic or linger- fonrth part of lot numberedfour In Block fifty
was turned into a terrible disaster, the ing couah, bronchitis, or affection of the eight (M) In the village (now city) of Ho. land, in
the County of Ottawa and State of Michigan,acRussians having permitted the Turks to throat and lungs, it will be found to far cording to the recorded map of the same.
surround the town, cut off its supplies, surpass all medicinesthat have ever before
Dated, Holland, Mich., June 8th, A. D. 1877.
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Emmanuel may
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Saturday, July 21th, 1877.

kinds of
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NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC.

GOODS,

A now medicine flltcnvcred hy Dr. Alexander
1876 This remedy is an extract
from the branchesof the peach tree, and will cure
the following disease*,viz' Sore Eyes. Liver C omBotdoiu,July ]*t,

a fine lot of

CLOTHING

BOYS’

'

and

all

Dr* Bosisio's Column*

plalut,

offered very cheap at

way

B0SMAN,

J. W.

MERCHANT TAILOR.

This remedy can be procured from druggists, who
will

older if they have It not on hand; or by writ

ing to the Doctor it will he sent C. O.

ALL

SlilDS OF

HEN’S

miSHIUE

For Sale at the Following

500DS,

Druggists In Michigan:
& Caps

flats

Give us

army.

Great Variety.

in

Nikopolis, but the dispatchesfrom that

J.

CHA9.

New Discovery

it,

we

and Biela, whence

goto.

The

largest supply of bleached and unbleached Muslins in the county can be
at

P.

ing the column at Tirnova,having gotten
into position north of

between Tirnova

must soon hear of

&

A.

STEKETEE.

P. & A. STEKETEE have received100
barrels of salt that must be sold.

desperate fighting with fearful results.

A full line of the flqest Teas, and a lot
There must be nearly 100,000 Ottoman
more
of new calicoes at 0 cts. per yard, of
troops in the plains around Tirnova, east
the finest colors, just received at
of Shumla, and the battle believed to be
P. & A. STEKETEE.
in progress will,

is reasonable to believe,

it

summer campaign.

practicallysettle the

It is absurd

suppose that the czar

to

would undertaketo send over the moun-

com-

the siege of the Turkish capital the
paratively small

army which

he can spare

while the Turks are In force north of the

Balkans,and
tact.

It is

the quadrilateral remains in-

much more

likely that the Cos-

sack excursion was only

a reconnoissance,

and the Turks, for once, are willing to

let

the Russians do all the falsifying, In the

hope that the false

Constantinople

start for

Europe and hasten intervention. The plains north of the Balkans
will

terrify

will prove the falsity of the pretended ad-

vance, for both armies are in too close
proximity at Rustchuk to be able

much

longer to delay a general engagement.

There appears to be no greater prospect
of intervention or alliance than there
t

hree months

land

must

ago.

was

Eng-

It seems then as if

interfere,in order to preserve

her prestage. She has not interfered, and

the Russian fiatco in Asia has given

in-

creased determination(o her peace party;

Of

-

-A-

aroused any excitementlikely

to

culmin-

war. The governczar that England can

ate in a declaration of

ment

notifiedthe

COEN

even temporarily,it is obvious
that the ministersdo not think there is
any present likelihood of the occurrence
tinople,

of that event, since they take no measures

whatever to anticipate it. It is highly
both armies have advised the government

of

affairs with

Holla*®, Mich., July

camping ground.

The withdrawal of Prince Charles of
Roumania from active participation in the
conflict south of the Danube is attributafrom Germany, and

is not likely that Germany

would give a

PETER

14,

1877.

hat Austria was preparing

to

send an

over the Carpathians. Such an
would not be

army

MULDER.
sCMm

PRAAM

Haa opened up

a

now

Meat Market,
Near the corner of

hint of the kind unless morally convinced
t

RIVER & TENTH STREETS.

action

at all surprising, for the

Lf

P.

many

Fresh & Salt Heats

^

is endeavoring, therefore, still to

war. The endeavor must
ultimately fail. England, having pro“localize” the

claimed her resolve not

to permit

the czar

RAPIDS. MICH.

having
_ been made

Town-

HOWARD.

proving.
G.

Holland, Mich

when

she does,

BIS!
3000

the conditions

in

P.

is scarcely in the nature

Holland. Mich., June

Four Pages Colored Plates.
A whole library in itself.
Invaluable in a Family.

1,

BRAAM.

1877.

IMw

70,

found on the

dispatches renew the

ioti

(nation

as

ill

• -

is believed,

be all

powerful at

no doubt

correctly, to

present in the councils

22,

1877.

I have been sufferingwith fever and ague for 13
months; have rmnloyea numerous physicians bui
derived no benefit.Was cured with 3 bottles of
Dr. Boslsio’s peach branch medicine.

Respectfully DORA HACKERSON.

EIGHTH STREET.

Webber, Lake Co., Mich., July 23, 167f».
1 had been sufferingfrom catarrhfor four year*.
I have been treated by four different physicians
during the time but derived no permanent benefit.
After being under the care of Dr. Boslsio five day*,
and having taken five bottlesof hi* peach branch
medicine, I am feeling perfectlycuied, *nd gratefullv recommendhim to all persons Bufferingwith
catarrh.

MISS ALICE ROWE.

Paints

and

Drug

Oils

Store as at any

Chamois Skins,
Counter, Cloth,

her large Dictionary.
More than 30.000 conics have been placed In the
public schools ot the United States.
Heccommendodby 88 State Superintendentsof
Schools.

o1

Sick with consumption for ton years. Cured In
two week* by using 10 bottle* of Dr. Bosirio’s
peach branch medicine.

HANS HANSEN.
Had lung disease and dropsv for four years. Have
tried the best docor* in the Stale and could find no
relief. Procured the services of Dr. Boslsio, and
In three week* felt perfectly well. My wife wn*
sick five year* with lung disease and consumption;
the tried numerous physician*, hut found no relief.
Was cuied lu five weeks by Dr. Boelslo.
Yours respectfully,

Hair and

JOHN BALDWIN,
Baldwin, Mich.. July

Paint Brushes.

pr*Warm1yrcc com

15th,

1876.

have been troubled with catarrh lu Its worst
forms for about six years. I have tried different
All the lending Patent Medicines In the market.
physician* and patent medicines,but derived no
Willis,Saxe, Kllhn Burritt,Daniel Webster,
A lull Stock of the very best Perfumery sold in
benefit. After taking five bottle*of Dr. Boslalo'.
Rufus Choaie. H. Coleridge. Smart, Horace Mann.
bottle or by measure.
peach branch medicine, I am happy to Bay I am a*
PresidentaWoolsey, Waylaud, Hopkins,Nott.
J. O. DOESBURG.
Walker,Anderson, [more than fifty College PresiMIKE O’HRIKN.
dents lu all,] and the best American and European
Holland, Mich.. July 20, 1876.

attended hy Bancroft, Pres
cott. Motley, Geo. P. Marsh, llalleck. Whittier.

I

“Indispensableto every student of the English
language.”—if. B. Waite, Uhitf Justice United
The Highest Authority in Great Britainas well at
in the United States.

"Th# h«it practicalIcfllifcDictionarycr.aat.”-London Quarleriy Bedew, Oct. 1873.

ALSO

Mom

600 Engravings;1040 Pages Octavo. '
PttbU»h#d by 0, $ 0.

K1IIIAM,

fiprligfiillMail.

“ Common
School “
School “
“
"
" Academic
House “
and

k

00., X.Y.

Webster'sPrimaty School Dictionary, 904 Engrav’s

City Hotel,

Russia will be effected, in case Austria

mark

Mich., March

CHAS. DICKERSON.

AfOlEAU

Arc sold ns cheap at this

the sale of any

Webster's Abridgments.

that an active alliance between Italy and

should interferein the present war. The

•

This Is to certify that I have been sufferingfrom
chills and fever for 8 month#; cured with one bottle of Dr. Boslsio's medicine.

Medicines,

A NATIONAL STANDARD.
The sale is 80 times as great

FubUabid by IYI80H, BLAXSKAN,TAYlAl

inside in its usual condensed form.

Paris

VAN 8CHELVEN'
1877.

MRS. ELLA MARSHALL.

£3F"Now contains twenty -five per cent more other. Medicineswarrantedto be strictlypure.
matter than any other one volume English Dictionary published in this countryor Great Britain,
Trusses,

Wikter'i Vitioul Picloritl

_

THE

destinies to permit her to interfere alone.
in detail will be

ELSE.

your own advantage.

of the present administrationof German

War news

27,

Fhexont Centku.

Drills,

IN02A7IN03;1813 FA013 QUARTO.

Call and See and trade to

a fleet to the straits, and
it

prll

This Is to certifythat I have been blind for the
past seven years, also been troubledwith dropsy.
1 have tried ten of the best physicians tn the State
but they did me no good. Under the treatment of
Dr. Boslsio, at the expiration of one week I walked
two miles alone. I nave used ten bottles of his
peach branch medicine,and am Improvingrapidly
every day.
Yours Repectfully.

DOESBURG,

J. 0.

High

274

W7

•»

“

841 “
Coanting
with nntnerous
niastratlonc
many valuabletables not to be
found elsewhere.

1

j

Fine Building Site For Sale.

“
- —
•
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TO

Just Published in a sealed enveloped.Price six cents.

Had a runningsore for three years ; cured In nine
daya by using Dr. Boalsio'* peach branch medicine.
L.

OLSON.

Had Boro eyes 12 years; employed a great many
physicians, but received no benefit. Dr. Boslsk)
cured me in one month.

A Lecture on the Na»nrc.Treatment, and radiJENNIE SNIDER.
cal core of Seminal Weakness or Spermatorraa,
Induced by Self Abase, Involuntary Seminal
Bio Rapids, Sept. 96, 1876.
Lomus, Impotpncy,Nervous Debility,and ImpedThis la fo certify that I have been alckfor tbe
iments to Marriage generally; Consumption, past five years, having tried twelve ot the boat doctors In the State,but they could do nothing forme.
1 commenced under the treatment of Dr. Boalsio,
thor of the ‘'Green Book,’* Ac.
an Italian physician,last week, and In twelve
The world-renowned anthor, In this admirable boors got np and left my bed. Respectfully,
Lectnre, clearly proves from his own experience
MRS. H. HAHN.
that the awful consequencesof self-abnssmav be
effectuallyremoved wli hoot medicine, and without
I have been troubled with sore eyea and dyspepdangerona surgical operations,bougies, instrument#, rings, or cordials; pointing out a mode of •ta for the past five years. Have tried aeveral
cure at once simple, certain,and effectual, by doctors but have found no relief. I procured
meaqs of which every sufferer, no matter what Dr. Boalsioand after taking one bolt e of hla
peach bradch medicine I feel perfectly well.
ma3r
che#ply,
WILLIAM BTOWB.

»R0»
prtv^y

M'

Care

0T*

E. KILLEAIf, Proprietor.

Sk"

LECTURE
YOUNG MEN.

•A.

As cheap as

ANYWHERE

to enter Constantinqple, must send an
army as well as

BEROHUI8.

This is t« certifythat after a treatment of four
weeks bv Dr. Boslsio our six-year old daughter,
who for nearly two years has been lame and deprived of the use of her limbs, has so far recovered
that she can walk on cratches and is steadily im-

scholars.

they can have but one destination. Ger-

1877.

»0ll»«v«.

Hun-

garian troops are awaiting orders, and

26,

In behalf of Dr. Boslsio. I will say that mv
daughterhas been sick with fever and ague for six
months; have tried a great many different medicines but with the same result.— Procuredsome of
Dr. Boslsio’s medicine, and after taking 1)4 bottles
the County of Ottawa and State of Michigan, of it she was entirely cured.
MRS. HARRINGTON.
on the third r8d] day of May, A. D., 1877, at one
(H o'clock In the afternoon of said day, in
I have been troubled with the ague for 11 months;
Liber "4,'' of Mortgages, on page two hundred and ninety eight, tM8). And whereas, nave tried every kind oi medicinethat I could get,
.)ut could not get anything to help me. Hearing
there Is now claimed to he due, and unpaid at this
of Dr. Boslsio I sent to him for some medicine,
date, on said third installment of said Indenture of
a nd after taking one bottle 1 am entirelycured.
Mortgage, the *um of one hundred and seventeen
Yours Respectfully,
and 4J-100 dollars,($117 42-100.) fo( principal and
interest. And, whereas, the said indenture of
CECH1NNE ANTINE.
Mortgagecontains a condition that as often as any
538 Jewett St., Grand Rapids, Mich.
proceedingis taken to foreclose the same by virtue
of the power of sale thereincontained,the sum
Had catarrh five years and fever and ague three
of twenty (20) dollars sha.l be paid by the party of month*. Employed numerous physicians, but re
the first part to the party of the second part as a celved no benefit.Dr. Boslsio cured my ague in
reasonable attorney » or solicitor’s fee, and all the 24 hours, and my catarrh in three weeks, with
legal costa and charges of such foreclosure and peach branch medicine.
sale In case proceedingsshall be taken to forclose
MISS ANNIE BAUTHER.
the same, and no suit at law or chancery having
I
have
been
sick
and
sufferingwith a sore throat
been instituted to recover said debt or any part
thereof.Now, therefore,notice is hereby given, that for the past five years. I have tried numerous
by virtue of the power of sale containedin said physicians, but could find no relief until I employed
mortgage and of the statute In such case made and Dr. BohIbIo, and alter taking tour bottlesof his
provided, the said mortgage will be foreclosed by a peacli brunch medicine, since three freeku under
Li* care, I fed a* well as ever I did.
sale of the mortgaged premises, or so much there
of as la necessary to satisfy the amount due on
Your true friend,
said mortgage for principal and interestof said inSUSAN BAILEY.
stallment, said attorney's fee, and the legal costs
I, recovering from a serious Illnesswish to make
and expenses of foreclosure and sale' allowed by
a few remarks in behalf of Dr. Boslsio, who ha*
law, at publlcauotlonorvendue.
to the highest biaderem the Tenth (10) day of September. A . 1). 1877. at been my faithful physician until I am entirelyout
one o'clock In the aftei noon ot said day, at the front of danger. I wa» attended by two of the leading
door of the County Court House, In the City of physiciansIn Fremont, who held a consultation,
Grand Haven, in said County of Ottawa, and State with the dcci-lou that I could not survive more
of Michigan, that being the place for holding the than one hour from the time of their meeting.—
Circuit Coni for said Couniy; Said mortgaged Dr. Boslsio brought mo entirely out of danger Inpremisesto he sold are described In said mortgage sido of 24 hours, and In three days was on my feet
as follows, to wit: All that certainpiece or par- again.— To the Dr. 1 urn indeed very grateful.
mrs. mary j. Shooter.
cel of land, situate In the City of Holland, In ire
Conniy of Ottawa, and Slate of Michigan,and deIt is with pleasure that I make this statementIr.
scribed as follows, to wit; Lot numbered five (5)
regard to a serious illnes* from which I have Just
and the west fourth part of lot numbered four (4) in
recovered.— Some six weeks ago I was to be con
Block fifty eig'it (58) in the village, (now city) of
fined, and engaged one of the first physiciansof
Holland.In the County of Ottawa, and Kate of
Fremont to attend me; my case being an uncomMichigan,according to the recorded map of the
mon difficult one. 1 got no encouragement from
same.
him.— I then called a second one, who with nearly
Dated, Holland. Michigan.June 8th, A. 1). 1877. the same result, discouragedme to such an extent
that I was driven Into fits. At last I called Dr.
ISRAEL O. HOFFMAN. Assignee.
Boslsio, who relieved me of the child and all pain
Howard & McBbidk, AtCyefor Assignee.
and danger; to him I owe my eiuceae thank*.

NO.

C.

April

ANGKLINE TROYLEY.

patent will he for sale bv Novembernext,
State rights. County rights and townst.lp rights
will be offered.

The com planter will be a cheapermachine, and
plants much faster, and with less power than any
other corn planter known.

BEEUWKES.

pleasure to Inform yon, that mv wife, who
has been c< n-lncd to her sickbed for 2s Years, has
so far recoveredher health and strength that she
Is enabled to enjoy her ont-doorwalks regularly
after having been treated by Dr. Boslsio three
weeks. This Improvement is steadily going on,
and we have reason to hope for a further cure.

The

that Bulgaria will prove the summer

it

GRAND

of payment (cof the third Instalment)of a
certain Indenture of mortgage,dared on the eighth
l8th) day of May, A. D. 1874, made and executed
by John A. Roost, and Clara Roost, of the City of
Holland, County of Ottawa, State of Michigan,of
the first part. G(J*brecht Stein, of Allegan, of the
Connty of Allegan, and State of Michigan,of the
second part, and recordedin the office of the Register of Deeds in and lor the County of Ottawa and
Mate of Michigan, on the eleventh (lllh) day of
May, A. D. 1874, at two o'clock In the afternoon of
said day In Liber “Y" of mortgages on page five
hundred and thlrty-flve(535) which third instalment of said Indenture of mortgage was on ttu
fifth (5) day of March. A. D. 1875, duly assignedby
said Oljsbrecht Stein to I. O. Hoflbian, of Allegan,
Michigan, said assignment was recorded in the
office of the Register of Deeds In and for

CHARLES MULDER.

sufficientdetail to convince the cabinet

ble, doubtless, to a hint

M.D.

-

MORTGAGE SALE*
rkEFAULT

BY

probable that the English officers with
of the present condition

14-lr

PLANTER

JUST INVENTED

not consent to an occupationof Constan-

42-tf

NEW PATENT

o

Chas. Schmidt A Bro.,
77 CANAL STREET,

Farm

has maae the country aneasy, has not

F.

Bio Ravids, Sept. 96th, 1876.

Mortgagees.

40 acres of unimprovedland in the
ship of Fillmore. inquire of

both the

Dealer in all kinds of American and Foreign Marble
and Granite.

McBride,

LYON.

o-

English & Dutch languages.

Announcement.

T. H.

kinds and sizes.

Inscriptions cut in

GRAND
LYOX,

by the proprietor.

all

—

SWEET’S HOTEL

while the capture of Nikopolis and the

it

October, A. D. 18», made and executed by Albert
Borgcrs and Janua Borgers, of Holland, in the
Connty of Ottawa and State of Michigan, parties
cf the first part, and Hendrik Lannlng and Albert
Rlddering, of Zeeland, Ottawa County, Michigan,
parties of the second part, recordedIn the office
of the Register of Deeds in and lor the County of Ottawa and State of Michigan,on the 6th dayof Janusry, A. D. 1870, at 8 o’clock in the forenoon of said
day In Liber *‘T” of Mortgages,on page 84. And
whereas,there is claimed to be due ana unpaid at
this date the sum of three hundred and flxty
and 55-lOoths dollars for principal and Interest;
and whereas, the said mortgage containsa condition that when any proceedingsshall be taken to
foreclose said mortgage by virtue of the power of
sale in said mortgage contained, the sum of ten
dollars as au attorneyor solicitor’sfee shall be
paid by the party of the first part to the party of
the second part, and all the legal costs and charges
of such foreclosure and sale In case proceedings
shall be taken to foreclose the same, and, no suit
at Law or In Chancery having been instituted to
recover said debt or any part thereof.Now Therefore, notice is hereby given that by virtue of the
power of sale containedin said mortgage,and of
the sutnte in snch case made and provided, the
said mortgage will be foreclosed,by a slie »f the

1877.

It is a

mortgage,for principal and Interest,saM attorney
fee, and the costs and expenses of foreclosure and
solo allowed bv low. at public autlon or vendue to
the highest bidder, on the llth DAT OF SlPTlKMl,
A. D. 1677, at 1 o'clocg in the afternoon of said
day, at the front door of the County Court House,
in the City of Grand Haven, in said County of OtRAPIDS, MICH.
tawa and State of Michigan,that being the place
for holding the Circuit Court Ion-aid County. The
T. H,
- - - Proprietor. said mortgaged premises(o be sold are described
in said mortgage as follows, to wit: All of that
certain piece or parcel of land being aitnatedin
the County of Ottawa and State of Michigan,
known and describedas follows, viz: The southeast quarter of the north east quarter of section
twenty three (28) In townshipfive [S] north of range
The underpinned desires to announce to the fifteen [15] west, excepting the Village of New
public in general, that he is now the sole prnprie
Groningen and the Tannery property so-called,
tor of ihla well-known and popular hotel, and
conveyed by Albert Borgers and Albert Nljmeljcr,
that he will hereafter give his petsonal attention
agents, to August Jansen, by Deed, executedSep.
to the managementof the house and the wants tember 14th, 18*2. containing by computation
of his itno-ts The house ha* been refittedand retwenty-three acres of land more or less.
furnished, and now offers the best of accommodaGbakd Havkn, Mich.. Jnnc 19th, 1817.
tions to the traveling public. It contains ISO handHENDRIK LAN NINO, and
some and commodionn rooms, fifty of which cun
ALBUM RIDDERINO,
bo had with board at |i.iC per day, and the reGeo. W.
Mortgages.
malr der at the nsual price. Having conductedthe
Attorney for
itf-13w
hotel buslncM in Urand Rapids for the past six
teen years, and thahkful for former patronage,the
proprietor hopes for a continuauceof the same.
for Sale.
The rooms of Sweet’s Hotel are not excelled by
any public house In the State, the tables are supI will sell eighty acres of splendid clay
plied with all the markets afford, and careful attensoil, six miles Irom this city. Nenr church
tion Is given by ail employees.
Hoping to receive a llbersl patronagefrom the and school house, at a bargain, 30 acres
traveling public, which will be duly appreciated of this land is partiallyimproved. Also

reported break through the Balkans, while

SCHMIDT, AUG. P. SCHMIDT.

26,

After many efforts In the course of the last three
years, with several physicians, for the cure of weak
eyes, we caller in the services of Dr. Boslsio, who
cured my daughter’s eyes in two weeks.

W. G.

Eighth street.

Special

43-ly

Holland, Mich.,

‘D009T, John A. Notary Public. Office In Com- mortgaged premises, or so much thereof as ]*
Aw tnon Council Roorar, Vau Landeseud* block. necessary to satisfy the amount due upon said

tains for the capture of Adrianople and

Holland, Mich., April

BOSMAN.

W.

Cough

special

quarter indicate that the Turks are flunk- found

and see our

1870.

Holland, Muy 20,

Mortgage

the Russians so long as they hold

a call

Goods.

MARY STBlN,
and so severely exhaust the famishedgar- been offered to the public. It has wrought
a complete change in the cough medicines.
Executrix qf th' Last WW and Testament
rison that the Russian medical officers Is entirely different from all others. Is
of OilsSrecht Stein, d ceased.
HOWARD A McBKIDK, Ally'sfor Executrix.
have all they can do to resuscitatethem.
perfectly harmless to the smallest child.
It remains to be seen whether similar Trial bottlesfree. Regular size $1.00. For
8»le.
sale by Wm. Van Putteu and at J. O.
blunders are not being committed at the
rvEFAULT having been made in tbe conditions
Doesburg, Holland, Mich.
JLs of a certain mortgage dated the 4th day of
Balkans. A glance at the map exhibits

fatal to

Hebcr Walsh, Holland. 8. M. W. Beecher,
New Baltimore. 8. A. R. Foster, Otsego. 4. Chas.
W. Johnson, Holly. 5- J- K. & 8. McHnley, Niles.
6. J. F. Hofman, Hubbardson.7. R. S. Dunham,
Grandvill j, Kent Co. 8. Arthur Velteh, May P.O.,
Tuscola Co. 9. Kerkwood Bros., Isphemlng, L.
8. 10. Louis Meyei, No. 510 12th el., cor. Galena
Milwaukee, Wls.
1.

who

The destruction of the bridge over the
Danube would not be of itself any longer

i

Price, $5

sold to any one.

them.

the perilous position of the belligerents.

D.

per doz., $3 per half doz. Not less than a half doz.

may

Dr. King's
The
New

Diseases of the Lnngs, Dyspepsia, Dropsy,

Sick Headache, Heartburn, Catarrh, Fevers,1 etc.

^

First-Class Accommodations.

of1877.

A A. Steketue’a General Store, on Eighth strei-t.
inquire
U. DOESBURG.
Holland, April 7,
&.»f

This Lecture should be In the hands of
every youth and every man in the land.
Bent nnder seal, In a plain envelope,to any address, post-paid, on receipt of six cents or two
post stamps.
Address the Publishers,

ThinmLHLCO.,
41

Aaa

3t

.

Niv York; Post Office Box. 1586.

CONSULTATION FREE,
No. 29, Ninth Street,

Residence of A. Westveer.

The

Mb. J. W. Minderhout and family have

moved back
A fine wedding if promised in
for next Tuesday. ---- -

Grand Rapids.

Good judges estimatethe wheat crop of

this city

Ohio

Miss Minnie Plugger has arrived home
from

to

a visit to Pelln, Iowa.

this year at thirty million bushels.

The
full of

The latest thing out
man with a latch key.

of our farmers

who have

good.

work

The

Ovf.r three thousand immigrants have

The

this

The

young

marry any

this season.

man who

girl lie

pleased found that he

ler, has

J. Wechsbeen preaching In the Congrega-

Picnics are

weather at the harbor for the last few

every day

days, the work is progressing nicely.

still

At the session of the

fashionableand almost

parlies proceed

down

Black

Lake to enjoy the bracing air of Lake
Mr. Jacob do Frel, of whose injury we
Michigan.
made mention two weeks ago, has so fnry
The proprietors of the goods iu the
recovered that he ventured in town this
store known as “ Cheap John’s,”arp closweek.
Alder-

some

An Iowa

Peter

as

it

preacher, of a precise and ar-

may appear to Thee, 0

a lew nights ago, by

scarce that

in

In acknowledgment of his services to the

to read the advertisementof
It is the

to

He was afraid they would

knots in his

tie

the bath.

was

received

Plugger Mills on Tuesday the 17th

at

inst,

ry

is

full grown and

plump and

of the player.

city is the

a better Hour than last year’s grow th.

Teresa Williams, who was recently
and admitted to a church in
Hartford, proves to be a thoroughly-

WANTED.

a

Everything in the line of Produce will be receive and at

matter of

the highest market prices.

biz.”— Su/i.

Francisco clergyman says his slavery, and ceased

most

irreligiousin the United

States, and gives the following ns

Mu. W. W. Burke, our former harbor

a

inspector, has been ordered to take charge
is

son

for it

when

to exist

prayer: “Ob, my God (if there
a God), have mercy on my soul (if I

the harbor works at Charlevoix,a con-

NEW

no longer existed.

John

Shannon, in Coleman, Ky., was

separating some cattle from the rest of the

have a soul).”

'

FIRM

A sudden

MORTON HOUSE BLOCK,
Comer Monroe an d

Diy Goods,

GRAND
This

western Texas

in

train dispatcher at the Chi-

few days

a

lar

ing and killing every green thing

it

touched

cago depot, has purchased the house and

for

lot formerly occupied by Mr. Eagle, and

wide and four hundred yards long.

a space one hundred and

forty yards

A Great Battle Raging.
Forty-five Russian battalions

RIDS

and remains the popuEating House of
>f Grant
Grand
liapids.

Spring Chickens on Hand.

Crockery,
Flour & Feed.

Etc., Etc. If.you

want

a

square meal go

and try them.
first-class

PRICES ARE LOW.
A prompt delivery free of

same; and Dr. R. A.
Schouteu lias moved back into his house,

lias occupied the

A.

via 1u<1r.

Groceries,

The Goods are

ago, scorch-

R

It

is

Hats A Caps,

WAR NEWS.

LATEST

CROSBY’S

through a cotton field and peach orchard

ed whitewash.

Mr. Nye,

draught of hot air passed

!

Having mccpcded the late Ann of G. Van Putten
& Co., at the name stand nnd In the fame bupinei**
winhea to advertiitethrough the coltnnni!of the
News hla dock of

and township and will no doubt be widely
introducedin the place of the old-fashion-

1875.

Van Putten.

Gr.

heard. A rope had been thrown over a
powerful bull, and he was fastened to a
siderabledistance north of us, and has
A gentleman living in Cottonwood, tree. The rope broke, and the bull made
moved hence during the early part of the
Cal., a few nights ago awoke from sleep for Shannon, caught him on his horns,
week.
and saw his daughter, who was asomnam- 1 and tossed him in the air. As he came
Mr. John Grootenhuis has purchased bulist, passing through his chamber. He down the maddened beast caught him
the patent on a very fine compound for
stretchedout his hand nnd awoke her, attain aud threw him up, this time killing
calcimining. His right covers this town when she suddenly fc’l dead.
him.
of

HoLLANp, Mich., November 5,

the rea-

Cali-

fornian’s

invite the Public

baptized

wa? simply intended for the support of

A San

will yield

Provisions etc

to come and examine our stock and
judge for themselves. Our line of 'clothing is very large and
complete and we have no doubt but we can satisfy all who
wish to purchase.

possibleto prolong the sound of
will

We

A Texas court has decided that the old

two days earlier than last year. The ber-

& Feed,

Flour

HOLLAND, MICH

RIVER STREET,

“Ycth’m.” “Well,
law against the intermarriage of the races
what is it?” “Never to lead a small trump
is obsolete, the judge holding that the law
when you hold both bowers.”
five-year old pupil.

Groceries,

Stoneware,

mechanism ren-

“I whooped in on religion us

“Johnny, have you learned anything

,

Crockery,

during the week?” asked a father of a

and invariably satisfies them.
winter wheat

Clothing,

trained thief from this city. She says,

alml.—DavtwryNews.

popular hotel of the city. Mr. Lyon
knows how to make Ids guests comfortable,

New

it

Notions and Trimmings,
Hats & Caps,

Furnishing

willing to engage for

at Vienna, has inventeda

in the

watch him while on bis way

Goods,
Goods,

correspondent states that

each notc,at the

Bismark has published a card

that business

Sweet’s Hotel, in Grand Rapids.

men are

A German

Kissemren paper requestingpeople not to
fail

Dry

a recep-

Herr Ehrbar, the well-known pianomaker
dering

republic.

here.-

Don’t

DEALERS IN

Lord,’’

for the use of a marble-cutter,

going to engage

appearing at

trade, go

DUTIRSEMA& KOFFERS,

as-

their board alone, the privilege of travel

The French residents of Biene, Switzerland, have resolved to present M. Gam*

Mr. E. J. Harringtonis building a
new shop on the corner of Cedar and
is

Jeans” Williams

sen a well assorted stock

call at the store of

Several circuses tliis year pay no
wages to ordinarylaborers. Work is so

betta with a gold watch worth f>00 francs,

who

allowing

being also an incentive.

Adam, Nicolaus Seucrbrey.
Wm. Verheek, P. M.

Kigth street

of

stir.

Holland, Michigan, July 19, 1877:

fice at

and

tonished his friends in Indianapolis, Ind.,

prayer with these words: “Paradoxical

a

List of letters remaining in the Post Of-

Council

nothing of

and other routine business.

Governor “Blue

gumentative frame of mind, lately began

in a dangerous condition.

bills

to

of Goods for the Fall and Winter

tion In a black dress suit and a white vest.

tion of the same created quite a

man Breyman returned home froih a trip
down south, very »ick, and is considered

last,

importance transpired outside

ing out their business, nnd in the transacex-

Common

on Wednesday evening

GOODS,

GRAND RAPIDS.

If you wish

tional Church in Newhallville, Conn.

couldn't please any.

STRAW

PRICES VERY LOW.

A Jewish rabbi, the Rev. Dr.

boasted he could

Considering the changeableand stormy

Louis Breyman, oldest son of

IN

ticket of Mississippi.

have discov-

ered thirteen new “Switzerlandsof Amer-

best assorted Stock of

HATS, CAPS and

The Natchez (Miss) Democrat (Dem.)

shipment of staves and headings

tinues unabated.

ica”

And

farmers of North Carolina say

wants a negro put on the Democratic state Il-I3w
from E. Van der Veen’s stave factory con-

office.

The summer resort people

LA-RO-EST

forty years.

navigation.

a small family. Inquire at

Next door to Sears* Bakery. Has the

there is more wheal this year than for

A girl to do general house-

STREET.

NO. SS

men.

arrived in Manitoba since the opening of

in

usually a young

cut

their wheat, report the crop as being very

WANTED—

is

STAR HAT
STORE,
MONROE

Howard seems to have scooped the Infences around Washington are still
Ohio men, patiently awaiting their dians almost as bad as he did the treed-

turn.

Those

& Sou has

store of E. Kruiseuga

been reopened for business.

be relied upon.

—

charge,

Breakfast 25 ota. Dinner 25
cts. Supper 25 eta.

can

OYSTERS A SPECIALTY

The famous Smith Bell Ringers gave us
o—
across the Balkans.
an
exhibition of tholr skill on Saturday
just vacated by Mr. Nye.
SEE.
Meals got up to order any time,
night last. The show was a decent one in
G. VAN PUTTEN.
One of Holland’smost splendid art col- every feature, but did not draw a large SYNOPSIS OF LATEST DISPATCHES.
and satisfaction guaranteed.
Holland, Aug. 2. 1870.
lections, the Van Loon gallery of Amster- audience. The performancewas good,
dam— containing a beautiful Zerburg and and evinced a degree of efficiency in
Reports by the way of Constantinople Drs.
two splendid portraits by Rembrandt—is changing off and taking different parts
are to the effect that the Russians south
about to be sold. It is valued at $1,000,- rarely met with.
of the Balkans are continually receiving
000, nnd it is feared may be dispersed, as
There is nothing more cruel in the reinforcements,while Raouf Pasha, the
no private individual can afford to buy it.
history of politics than the way Grant has Turkish commander in the neighborhood,
No. 86, Eighth Stmt.
is doing his best to keep out of their way
An attempt was made to enter into Mr. gone back on his sore bead friends at
DEALER IN
until Suleiman Pasha arrives with his 0pp. VanRaalte’s Shoe Store.
Jonkman’s premises, on the corner of home. Jubt as they were organizing a
Montenegrin army. It appears from this
DEALERS IN
Tenth and River streets, on Saturday grand anti-Hayes and pro-Grant parly for
statement
that
the
Russians
have
full
pos1880, he writes home from England that
night last, but was frustrated by the wakDrugs, Medicines, Paints, Oils,
he is a first-classHayes man, believes in session of a practicable road through the

ST

-CALL AND

ANNIS & BROEK,

MDG®iPSTS’

GIVE THEM

TRIAL.

l B.L fliKlILll
Boots and Shoes

ing up of the proprietor just at the nick of

his policy

hand
of which had the

time, and loudly asking his wife to “

him

his revolver,” all

and applauds his undertakings. mountains,and

The

of Capt. Eads on the
desired effect.
Mississippi jetties shows that a channel
has been formed in the South pass from
It is now pretty well conceded that the
200 to 400 hundred feet wide and 20 to 30
attempt to steal President Lincoln’s body
feet deep, where the greatest previous
out of his grave at Springfield, III., was
depth was 14 feet; that the restorednorreally put up by the detectivewho exmal flow of the water is enlarging the
posed it. Ten of the Jury that convicted
chanuel; and that the river at the head of
the participants think so, and wish they
the pass, though 9,000 feet wide, is entirely
could have sent the chief detectiveand
under control.
witness to the same prison with bis tools
and victims.

JJ. W.

last report

Bosman’s store was broken

into

Jn Thursday night last by a pair of small
exhibited here on fUieves who did not want to take more
Wednesday evening to a small but appre- |lhHn a new 8Uit of clothing. The entrance
.......

The Royal Japs

.

The

ciative audience.
first-classand

...

...

performance was lwag ma(je by breaking a back window of

merited a larger l^use-ithe shop, and from

The Japs showed

there entered the door

by boring a hole
ing, contortions, and tumbling, never bc-| through the door and lurnlog the key
fore exhibited in this city. The clogj whlch was on the inside. It seems evldancing aud trapeze performancewas
^at they wanted only a new suit of
first class, also the rope-walking.The 1 clothing, and having got it, departed,
a proficiency in balanc-I

leading into the

store,

1

the whole

of

music; nevertheless T,IE

show must be pronounced

is not to be

doubled that

first-

them by the unready
Moslems. Suleiman is expected at SHvno
in three days. By that time, if the Russians push things as they have done since
the passage of the Danube at Sistovs,
there may be an army south of the Balkans sufficient tor the defeat of Suleiman
and the capture of Adrianople.In the
meantime nothing is heard of any organized Turkish force anywhere in Europe,
tunities afforded

New

Orleans school board has
cided to establish separate schools for me

and Fancy Articles.
Prcpcrlpttonr carefully prepared at all hours of
the day and ulght. Our atock la all ilrat-claaa, and
we offer It to the public cheap for cash.

,

Abdul Kerim’s army

ixty

of a hundred

W. &

were furnished by correspond
few weeks ago, has vanished from
ght, If it ever existed. The Russians in

H.

ELFERDINK’S
Makes Custom

NO.

and

thousand men, of which elaborate de-

Rubbers, Slippers, etc.

We Inviteour Mends and the public generally to
give us a share of their patronage.
Of the neateststyles and beet qnalltleewhich I
T. EL ANNIS, M. D.
offer cheaper than anybody else.

xcept in the fortresses of the quadrilater-

22

Work a

Specialty.

RIVER STREET,

D B

Holland. - - - Miohlgan

K.

VAN RAALTE.

criptions
ts a

e

Dobrudscha find nothing in their

way

s they advance. Kosteodji,the Black
terminus of the Tchernuvoda railway,
s

been abandoned by

the

The above firm make a specialtyof custom work.
Guarantee satisfaction.Their prices are low
enough to compute with any honoe in the city.
They keep constantly or. hand a choice variety of
Ladles and Children atoea and galten.

Short Notice,
W. A H. ELFERDINK,

Turks and oc-

The

strong line of

Trajan’s wall being thus surrendered,the

way

is

BOOTS & SEOES

Zimmerman’s army to the
Silistria, or he may choose to push

open

Meat Market.
No. 76, Eighth St.

Repairing neatly done and at

upted by the Russians, without the ex
,chaDge of a shot.

song and dance business was considerably
marred by the lack

it

they will make the best use of the oppor-

for

This Meat Market Is in Blotter'sStore,two doors
East of L. T. Kanters* Book Store. We keep on
hand a choice assortmentot fresh meats, and also

keep

Fresh Pork, Salt Pork,

two races. There is little question that wall of
and every thing else belonging to thst line of
business. Fall weights end good quality is onr
the change will be for the advantage of forward to Varna, or Join in the siege of
standing rule.
The Council of Hope College held an both white and negro children,separate Shumla. For all practical purposes, the
adjourned session this week from Tuesday schools having been found to work better defensivevalue of the four great fortresses
Come and Give us a Trial.
until Thursday. After much deliberation elsewhere in the South, not to speak of is thus aparently destroyed. They are
JOHN VAN DEM BERG.
Eighth Street, City of Holland
it was decided not to ask for the calling New York, Philadelphia, Indianapolis and isolated,and command or defend nothing
Holland, Feb. 24, 1877.
of an extra session of the General Synod other northern cities. But the action of beyond the range of their guns. Bulgaria
and to consider the Theological Depart- the board, however justifiableand bene- and the Balkans are in the hands of the
Ladies,
ment as “for the present suspended.” An ficial from an abstract point of view, seems Russians, whose troopers are scouring the
earnest appeal will be made to the next to be an open violation of the Louisiana plains of Thrace, and may—for aught the
A 8 Acre Fro It Farm containing some SCO bearing
Gents,
grape vines, 100 Cnrrsnt bashes; Strawberries;
Synod, to reconsiderits hasty act, and to constitution,which explicitlydeclares Turks seem capable or doing to prevent
Pears. Apple. Qnlnce. Chestnut, Mnlberry,Appriremove the suspension. Arrangements that “there shall be no separate schools or it— be picKing up Moslem stragglersin
cot. Cherry end Peach trees in bearing.
were made to continue the other depart- institutionsof learning established cxclu the suburbs of Constantinoplewithin a
LAMDEGEND,
Holumto, April HP
ments of the College, for the coming year, sively for any race by the state of Louisi- week. A special to the Tima (rom LonMisses
with increased efficiency and without add- ana.” It is claimed, indeed, that the don, Thursday, says a battle is believed
ing to the debt. Let the friends of the In- schools of New Orleans, being under to be in progress near Rustchuk. The
stitution second these efforts of the Coun< municipal control, do not come within the Turks engaged are probably the garrison
T AM authorised to sell the Bteam Tug t4Gem
cil, nnd not make their disappointmentan prohibition, but the poiut is rather of that fortress, perhaps reinforced from Full line for the Winter trade. 1 on favorable terms. Inquire of
MANLY
excuse for withholding much needed aid. •trained.
Holland, Jan. 1. 1876.
Holland, b
Shumla or Silistria.
class.

E.

HEROLD,

FOR SALE.

Youth and

Wear.

TUG FOR SALE.

DBr®

la

_

_

THU WAM CALDRON.
Oonh>, double, tolk sod

troubles

!

Huru.i tho tire,tho caltlronbubbles
Aujl tin hell-brothboiiiug over,
We Its eiemeutH dwoover.
From the Iwttmu Hprimts to Ught
Jiruln ot \vfiy Mtiw-o'lto,
And bis band, its KMmtlat hid
lu the slciSoT iK'scefu! ld4.
And his tongue of treachery
Cancered with a chrouic lie, • •
And a flint-etoue, Hhaited with art

Tor**--— *-•

-

—

-

•

»

>

mjt

r*_

j,

^

A

_

years away out West, besides keeping
books for people and copying law documents far into the night, to say nothing
of living like a miser all the time, on
purpose to- aav.’ money enpugh to start
in bn#im?s8 in my native city— to have
a fellow set Op right next door in tile
very same business, it’s too
and
Rnfus shook his head at the frowhing

!

much

----

J^^'leT^oTTble! ___ ___ _________
Bums th** lire, the caldron bulitjlai! , Vi
_

an agreeable one when minus the scowl), surmouutetl by waving locks of bright
auburn— some people call them red
and lighted J>yt a pair of sparkling real
bine eyes. Nope pquiUne, m^tadio to
one (On thtffioqtriuy,quite

ing

in the vicinity,sent all the

boys and

Aud the sign didn’t come down— -that
did eventually,but not until the
next May, and then another,still larger,
alone was and stretchingtwice the distance, took

young men in search of masculine
necessitiesand adornments, and the
overflow

from Bright &

Co. ’s

GOING TO

is, it

PRESS.

^

BT BET. X. N. CARMAX.

[WilliamA. Jones, foreman of the composinaTime*, died recently.
Just before hie death he became consciousfor a
only assistant
“ Lynde, Bright A Co,,” the new sign “P®61”! an.d 111 gleam, dwelling upon the habit
soon as night had fairly set
and the reads, and the two small stores are of his life,he suddenly exclaimed : “ The ads are
right, Sherman ; lock up the forms and let’s go
rush was over, he sent Fwd, a delighted turned into one large one, and “ Rufus all
to
0
messenger— with a communicationto a Lynde ” and “ Bright A Co.” are partFellow-man, a moment linger,
ywing lawyer friend, and, with resolu- ners for life.
On the dying printer’s speech ;
tion and defiance written on his brow,
For It bears a weighty lesson,
Our unheedinghearts to teach.
Mid hands firmly clasped behind him,

sufficient to

keep Rufus and his
extremely busy. But as

.

its place.

WJ?

m

press."]

TORNADOES.

he began

slowly pacing backward snd
Day by day thou art composing
forward, his determinatipn to fight it
Couiea a 'vninuor. “ Tnwt him not
Concerningthe Phenomena of Storms.
What a Universe shall read
Type to type are ceaselesssetting,
Murd’ror.s i» ttw IsUmitc
out with his neighbor growing stronger
[From the Cincinnati Times.]
Slave, eri smitten,riae and and tel”
As thou addest deed to deed.
and strongerevery moment ; for, “in
To the elaborate researches of Mr.
After {abac, the aaiue voice said, “ Lo
Islamite ! the Christian
,
the first place, it was downright shabby, Redfield,of New York, who published,
Ah ! bow surely life's full columns,
Plot* thy death this very hour
\
When the hand that set them lies
to set up in the very same line right in 1831, the first of a series of remarkStrfte for life, theb^ brush the Diaour!”
Fixed In an unbroken stillness,
match the hair, mouth large and not so next door,” he repeatedfor the twentieth able papers on the phenomena of storms,
Their composeradvertise.
Irery ugly, and the ^hin— well, perhaps time. “ I couldn’t and wouldn't have we owe our first full acquaintance with
Double, dt>hW,.toilft,rtdtrouble*
Boon the forms are locked forever,
Burns the tire, the caldron bubbles !
if the chin had been a trifle more prom- done it ; but, no doubt, this Bright is the origin and progress of these tornaChangeless shall the Impression be
Straightway from its Bps of bole
inent, and the hair a shads less— au- some selfish, grasping, cold-hearted, does or hurricanes of which we have
Scan thy proofs In time, 0 printer,
Burst all sounds of mortal wailThon art near eternity.
burn, Rufus might have possessed more unpleasant fellow, not oaring who he had such an abundance this summer.
shriek of woman, infant’serv,
Strong man’s
mail n *hout
DUUUl of
U1 OifUUJa
shoulders out of the way as long as Mr. Redfleld’s initial propositionthat
Arc the “ ads” all right, composer ?
WeltVng. then, upon • flood,
lie inoon- he—” when suddenly the door flew open, the hurricane is a progressive vortical
Art thou standing Justifled?
Mined of land fl»mo and blood,
Heady now for death and Judgment, .
Lai the doomed, the dMd, the lying ;
of his asser- and the roundest,plumpest, prettiest lot whirlwind has been fully sustained,as
Their unfoldings to abide 7
Lo ! the chaser and the flying
tion that “that sort of thing didn’t of a woman flew
, <{
also his auxiliary propositionthat the
Lo ! the headsman’s grisly knife
pay," Rufus bought at the nearest floLo I.the shreds of comely life ;
She
_r v wore
r_. „
a dainty
^
white
^ ^
apron,
___ with „
a progress of the vortex is in the line of a !' 8o shalt thou, oa night advances,
Greet th’ unstayingPressman’s call
Awful eyes in dying stare
ist’s two Madeira vines, a smilax, and a bewitching bib and two charming pock- parabola, with the curve making away
Then await the morn eternal,
Hands iopjied off in act of phiyer;
spicy
carnation
pink,
and
the
next
mornets,
and
the
pockets
were
adorned
with
from
the
equator—
a
Publishing thy life to all.
consequence, it is
Limbless mink and trunkleisheud
Beauty's flower dishonored—
ing there they were sweetly blooming scarlet bows, and the bib had a bit of believed,of the revolutionof the earth
All adowu the ghastly spate,
in his window, when the tall, rather scarlet geraniums pinned Ut the left cor- upon its axis.
Whirled by murder, lust hid hate,
PITH AND POINT.
rough-looking young man who had ner, and a saucy small hat, turned up on
Drunk with venom from the tongue
But while these are “ fixed facts,”conbeen overseeingthe carmen the day be- one side and trimmed with scarlet ber- cerning the origin and cause comparaPreventives of consumption—High
fore came briskly in.
ries and green leaves, was perched inse- tively tittle is positively known. It prices.
Wrought on Christian hnd on Tur
Lo ! th' ingredients,Bleeping got.
Mr. Lynde ? ” said he.
curely on the top of her satin-smooth need to be common to attribute them to
Very tike a whale — The captured seaBy '* Holy Kussia ” for the pot.
Rnfus bowed stiffly.
black head0
more occult forces, such as electricity, serpent.
“ Called to see if you’d let me take a
“Mr. Lynde!” said she, in a voice but the immense mechanical power
From its center easting up
To remove stains from your character
look at the arrangement of your win- that implied “I’m not to be contradicted stored up in the heat and vapor of moist
Yankee cartridge,gun of Krupp
— Get rich.
Tons of Russian bounce and brag
dow from the inside — capital effect out- under any circumstances whatever,” aa air, as abundantly demonstrated by
Half unfurled, tho Prophet’s flag ;
A colored Postmaster is now called a
side. How do 'yon manage? I don’t she confrontedRufus.
Espy, Peslin and Reye, is now believed
Bulls and bears of even: nation,
Goring, roaring, “ Death 1 Damnation !”
know much about such things myself ”
Rufus replied, “At your service,” sufficientto account for all the wonder- black-mailer.
Armies swarming ’crossthe Pruth
“ What cool impertinence ! ” thought witli a smile. He’d have been more than ful exhibitionsof force in the gyratory
Laxters should sleep well. It is imNot one littleword of truth:
Rufus. And then he said, in an icy mortal if he could have looked at that hurricane. Whenever a lower stratum materialon which side they tie.
Then a lull, half hope, half fear,
And, with eyeballsred and blear,
manner and in an icy tone, “ Fm afraid bright face, with its frank, fearless gray of worm, moist nir is rapidly elevated
When ought mariners to have fruit at
Dozes forth sleek Ignatieff,
yon
won’t be taught here, sir. It costs eyes, cunning pug nose, dear little mouth, above the sea level, which may be by
Whisp’rlng, “ War to us is grief
sea ? Whe* they stem the currents.
•But from oath there’s no recoiling ;
me time, thought and patience to pro- and general air of cheerful independ- various causes, there at once occurs an
Czar has sworn— his blood Is boiling—
The oldest sort of fire-escape on recduce
the ‘capital effect’ of which you ence, without smiting.
influx of air from all sides, and the
His great name is compromised;
ord is the fond husband who ties abed
speak. You must use your own brains.
Then, our tioops are mobilized.
“lam Bright A Co.”
formation of the whirl commences.Its mornings.
We’ve borne the last that honor may,
Mine are not at your service.”
“ And rightly named,” flashed through subsequent developmentdepends upon
In vain, my Lord. Ob, by the way,
“ What would you do, malum, if you
“ Oh ! is that the way you feel ?” said Lyude’smind; and then his face betrayed the supply of moist air, and the size of
Perhaps, if set in differentkey,
The beastlyTurk might fail to see
the young man with a chuckle. “ Well, the great astonishment ho felt, but he the original vacuum, and, once fairly were a gentleman ?” “Sir, what would
The .notif of that littlesong,
you do if you were one ?”
I guess Bright & Co. can do without bowed and said nothing.
whirling,it sets out upon its triumphal
And take and sing it ? Can’t be wrong
you;” and he disappeared as suddenly as
To hoodwink kite in such a cause
A woman is not fit to have a baby who
“You look surprised,”said the tittle parabolic(and diabolic) torn’.
Well, sing he must, or lose his claws
he came.
woman.
doesn’t know how to hold it ; and this is
The
velocity
of
the
wind
(which
must
Fur, as I said, we're compromised.
And apparently “Bright A Co.” oould,
And, rounds 1 your I*)rtfchip, mobilized.”
“ I am,” said Rufus. “ I thought— I not be confounded with the progress of as true of a tongue as of a baby.
—BlackVtwTi Magazine,
for in two or three hours the shop win- mean I was sure — that is, supposed—”
the storm) in these hurricanesis very
A fashionable medical journal says
dow of that enterprising firm burst upon
“ No matter what you supposed,” in- difficult to get at. Mr. Redfield ex- the summer style of vaccination is
the admiring gaze of the passer-by like a terrupted “ Bright A Co.” in a manner plains that over aud above the average
cardinal red, cut bias, and gored.
BRIGHT A CO.
whole garden of flowers.
that in anyone else would have been velocity of the wind, come occasional
If you want to teach a dog arithmetic,
Such a delicate mingling of shades and nide, but in her was decidedly charm- gusts of extraordinaryspeed and power.
Rufus Lynde had just got comfortatie up one of his paws, snd he will put
skillful
combination
of
colors
had
never
ing. “ I’m Bright— and Co., and Co., It is these gusts which do the" miscliief, down three and carry one every time.
bly settled in his new store. The window (it had only one, being— well, not a been m a shop window before— at least and I want to know why, in the name of and their velocity has rarely, if ever,
The experienceof many a life, “ What
nrge store) was, after much thought and not in that avenue. Dark purple scarfs pins and needles, you’re so awful hateful been actually gauged. A velocity of 600
a fool I’ve been !” The experience of
experimenting,arranged to his satisfac- and ribbons prettily intwined with those about that sign? It can’t hurt your miles per hour haa been estimated for
many a wife, “ What a fool I’ve got 1”
ion— the bright-colored scarfs and cra- of pale yellow; smoking caps gay in house— if it is yours — or you, extending some of them, though they should be
crimsons
and
golds,
and
blues
and
Why is a newspaper tike a tooth-brush?
only that far ” (holdingout two tiny fore- estimated by the second rather than the
vats and neckties forming a sort of rainpuffs,
and
scarlets
and
greens;
bows
Because
everyone should have one of his
fingers,
with
nails
tike
wee
pink
shells,
hour,
for
the
spasmodic
increase
in
the
bow against the somber background of
of every hue, looking like a flock about half an inch from each other) “be- rapidity of the whirl is of very brief own, and not be borrowing his neighblack ones ; the packages of kid gloves.
showing the tips of their manj-hued of gi^tic butterfliesclinging to a car- yond my house— it is my house — and you duration. The velocity of one of these bor’s.
fingers at the ends of their gilt and white J*1.0/ dark brown velvet; beautifully em- know, if you have one grain of common gusts in a British hurricane was figured
Dobbs, on being asked if he had ever
wrappers; the gaudiest silk handker- b^idered slippers; silken and satin watch sense, it can’t.”
at 130 miles the hour, and our own seen the “bridge of sighs.” replied,
chiefs fivinr like jolly young flags about [9"®
fantastic shapes; pipeShe paused, but Rufus said never a signal corps have recorded as high a “Yes, I have been travelingon it ever
holders quaint and graceful in design, word.
speed as ninety miles, without claiming since I was married.”
the dozen or two other articles pertaining
to the masculine wardrobe which, in and fifty other things Rufus had never
“I suppose,” the tittle woman went to have measured the fiercer whirls.
A boy having been told “that a repadmirable taste and order, were grouped thought of, “ but whicli women will be on, shaking her pretty head so emphati- They are at least fast enough for all
below them— when his one clerk, who just fools enough to buy and give to cally that the saucy hat nearly slipped practicalpurooses when they break tile was an animal that creeps,”on being
was also errand boy and several other men,” be said to himself, bitterly— shone off, just hanging on her back hair in a great trees like pipe-stems,and set asked to name one on examination day,
things— in fact, engaged for “general from his neighbor'swindow. * ^
manner that suggested to Rufus the houses, cattle aid men flying over the promptly replied:“A baby.”
Poor fellow ! That gorgeous window
utility,”as they say in the dramaticprodays of his boyhood and the “ Sailor’s country.
CONNUBIAL AFFECTION.
fession-rushed in, with a face, every completely eclipsed his own, and he saw, Hornpipe,”“you think I have injured
It in a maxim in the schools
That women always dote on foola.
feature of which said, as plainly as words, with a heartache, the people pass his your business.If I have, I didn’t mean A Man Lives Eighteen Hours with a
If ao, dear Jack, I’m sure your wife
door day after day and enter the more
“important news!”
Broken
Neck.
to. The building next door was left to
Must love you aa she does her life.
attractive
store
of
Bright
A
Co.
Rnfus looked at him a moment.
me by an old aunt, and the store was A gentleman named Miller, residing Those glorious summer nights are
A week went by, during which Mr. stocked from the wholesale establish- at the corner of Park and John streets,
“ What is it, Fred?” he asked, at last.
coming when the lover whispers impas“ Onfe hundred and thirty-sixis taken, ” Lynde refused the loan of a hammer
ment of an old uncle. Now, I couldn’t Second ward, and aged about 60 years, sioned words in tho dreamy ear of a fathey
had
mislaid
theirs—
to
his
neighsaid Fred, pausing to give due effect to
set up a millineryshop or a flower store, was engaged in picking cherriesat Mr.
vored maiden and feels his under-shirt
whatever further communication he had bors, kicked their cat (it was a very gen- or a confectionerywith shirts and socks, Pfohl’s, near by, and while doing so a
sticking to him closer than a brother.
tle kick, and intended more 'for a hint
to make.
and collars, and cravata and suspenders limb broke and ne fell to the ground, a
than anytliing else) when she chased a
6-yeab-old Boston lad stopped
“ Well ?” queried his employer.
—and such things— could I?”
distanceof only ten or twelve feet, strikflying rat into his store and under his
in
the
middle of the Lord’s Prayer, the
“Same business as oum, gent’s fur“ Of course not,” replied Rufus. “ I ing on his shoulders and the back of his
counter, and Fred had a rough and tumother
night
recently, and remarked connishing,” continued
head.
This
occurred
about
10
o’clock
see no way in which they could ee conble fight witli thejboy, “ ’cause he swept
fidentially to his mother: “Billy Brown
“Don’t say * Oum/" and ‘doii’t1say
verted into bonnets, bouquets, or candy. ” in the morning. Miller was taken to his
all the dirt of his own sidewalk on to
is the boss short-stop,” and then resumed
* gents,’ ” said Rufns, in his surprise re“ Just so,” said Bright A Co., putting residence, and Dr. Whedon was called.
own.”,
« o
his devotions.
lapsing for a moment into his old role
When
the
doctor
reached
the
bouse,
and
her right hand into her pocket and
Then, one uncommonly bright and drumming softly on the counter with made personal examination, he found
of teacher.
Nobocy likes to be nobody ; but every"
pleasant Monday morning, as Rufus, re“ Well, ’tie,” said Fred, sulkily. < v /
tho fingers of her left. “I took the that Miller had suffered a dislocation of body is pleased to think mrnself some*
“The ileuee it is ?” exclaimedRufus, freshed by the Sabbath rest, was com- house and thanked my Incky stars and the neck at the base of tho brain and at body. And everybody is somebody;
resuming the character of the man of ing down the street, humming au old my auntie ; and I took the goods and the upper part of the spine. He could but when everybody think* himself
business, ns he threw down the collars hymn tnne which his mother— good old thanked my lucky stars again and my hear and understand, but could not somebody, he generally thinks everyhe had
and watted Methodist— was fond of singing, and uncle. I placed ‘ Bright’ over the door speak. Dr. Whedon, on further exam- body else is nobody.
happily forgetful for the moment of all
moodily to thb (Toon *
without any ‘Miss.’ (Rufus could not ination, found that when the man’s head
Before the next store, which had been life’s cares and vexations,his eye was explain for the life of him why he was and neck were pulled into the natural po- I “ Susan,” said the madnme of a boardvacant for a long tim£, stood a heavily caught by on unusual glare at the very so relieved to find it wasn’t ‘Mrs.,’ “ or sition he could not only understand and ing-school,“you say your young misladen cart. Two men were unloading top of “Bright A Co.’s” building, A mam- Christian name, because it looks more hear, but could talk as well. For about tress wishes to absent herself from the
and carrying in boxes and cases the same moth sign had been placed there, calling
two hours the neck remained in its dis- class-roomthis afternoon. Is the reason
attention
iR
enormously
fat
letters
trf
the
shape and size as those which had conlocated condition, and most of the time for her 'staying awsy very urgent?”
j
tained his own goods. ^A.iall, rather
persons were employed in holding the “Yes, mum, it is ’er
HUaed

ir< ui out that soothing.
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been-

rough looking young

man

was superin-

end thither witli a great pretenseof rendering valuable assistance..
Rufus stepped out on titt/Jidewalk,
•whistlingcarelesslyand becoming at once
very much interested in an over- worked
horse that had fallen across the car track,
but as the horse was helped to hifi feet
by a sympathizing eiowd he slowly,
turned and came in agfia.) giving as he
passed a comprehensive'glabfctfrff the
neighboring establishment
Every pane
window— it also had
only one window— shone like an overgrown diamond, and in each corper was
already placed, on a pretty walnut stand,
a pot of ivy, the dark green vines climbing the gray-paperedwall, while the
^

in

scarlet flowers of a flourishing geranium

smiled gayly in the sunshine; "
A sign above the door, beside which
the modest one bearing bis name looked
like a dwarf beside a giant, bore in
greot glittfxing Tetters the inscription,
Bright A, Coj! e
“ Going ih fto combiningpoetry with
business. ’Twon’t •pay/' said Rnfus,
referring toth« ivy and geranium, as he
slammed hi$ own dpqr behind him, and,
seating himself at hi* desk, took np the
morning paper, but not to read. He had
lost all interest in the politicalsituation

;

all he did was to gaze vacantly at the
printed sheet and think about his rivals
to be— “ Bright & Oo.”
“ This neighborhood won’t support ns
both, that’s sure,” he said. “ It must

ter Fan nicely mnrried, and mother as
comfortable and happy as can be in her
little rooms around the comer, and I
thought I saw smooth sailing before me
.liter teaclurg s ly x! five leug

1

least

half

mile

awhy—

to the

[5

JH.

wS

business of thrash the other day) is

Rufus ceased humming, scowled,
quickened his steps, entered his store,
seated himself at his desk, flung his hat
on the floor, ran his fingers through hi§
snnguhiary locks until they stood up like
au aureole around his head, seized pen,
iaper and ink and dashed off the follow-

gent”

my

general as- head and neck in position, Ids mental
sistant, and my big cousin (to whom faculties being m their natural state.
you refused to look at your window) Doctors who visitedthe house during the
helps me in every way he can, though afternoon declared that not in the histhat isn’t much, because he has his own toryo| the country has .such a case ever
businessto attend
* iiafpened before. A drawing consisting
“ Glad of it,” thought Rufus. V And of I bandages and weights was applied to
I .have a pair of lovely twin sisters only tlmpatient’shead to keep the neck ex-,
6 years old, and a dear mother and grand- teimed. The injured man died about 4
mother to take care of— and oh ! how can o’cf>ck Sunday morning, and previous to
kir death he became paralyzed in his
you be so hatefnl about that sign ?”

to—”

.

note:

i

The followingis a verbatim et literatim copy of an order for medicaments
sent to the village druggist in a thriving
districtof Aberdeenshire, “ You will me
oblag to give the berer j oz. suggar of
II and three Leaches and vieniger.”
*

Which

is the largest

gland?” asked
new-

“iicago medical professorof the

arrival in his class the other day.
student burned himself in deep
attentivethought for a moment, and
brightened up suddenly and exied, “ The largest gland, sir, is En____ 1.” Then the professorkindly led
e Irouth aside, and sympathetically
ndviled him to think no more of medicine! but to join a minstrelshow or ene army.

“Good gracious t” exclaimedRufus, rillit side. He lived eighteen hours
running his fingers wildly through his willi a broken neck — Syracuse (N. Y.)
red— that is, his auburn— curls, and caus- Ccmrier.
the fact that their last and biggest sign ing the aureole to rise again. “Don’t
exceeds the limits allowed them by law.” say another word about it Cover the
iking Military OffendersIn Turkey,
This, with a snort of delight, as a war- whole of your house and mine also
'he battalionswere drawn up in colhorse that scenteth the battle afar, did though it iin'i mine ; there, too, yon have
as of companies along the slope outFred receive and hasten to deliver next the advantage of me, os you have in sidd their tents. The report was made
door, to return with answer, equally Con- Anything else— with signs if you wilL I
__n intoxicated German got on a Hud(e usual fashion, and then, just becise, written lii’ft large,"'bold, mif rather can make a living for my mother and
ore tkiOsun disappeared over the snowy son river train at Kinderhook to go to
scrawley hand :
myself somewhere else, if not here. I sierras toward Erzeroum. the imperial Troy ; and the Budget of that city says:
! ‘ Bright A Co. are sorry that the sign- have no large family depending on me salute was rendered. The bands played “ He threw his sachel down in a corner
maker jhould have made such, a- mis- like ‘Bright A Co.’”
a long-drawn-out,waiting kind of air, of the car, took a seat, and was soon
A “Ohi dear, no, Mr. Lynde, that the regimental bugles sounded a flour- asleep. On awaking he said he hod left
Wouldn't please me at all,” said the isli, the drums rolled, and simultaneously his baggage at Kinderhook, and asked
to see how so slight an infringement can tittle woman: “the ‘somewhere else,’ from the entire army burst the cry, the boy employed ou tlie train what he
interfere with him.” •
you know. Stay right here. There’ll “Long live my Padishah;”while the should do to recover it The latter, who
1 “ Oh, indeed !” said Rufus, his face be room for us both after a while, I’m troops presented arms. This ceremony had seen the German place his Bachel
almost as fiery ns his hair. “ What re- sure of it”
was repeated three times, and then the in the corner, replied!: ‘You give me
markable coolness the fellow has! i J^ut
Rufus looked into the rosy, earnest offenders were marched from their bat- 30 cents and I’ll telegraph to Kinder-,:
I’ll let him see he can’t completely over- face with an almost lover-tike smile, as talions to a point in front of the whole book to have the depot master forward
shadow his humble neighbor,” and Fred burst into the store shouting, “The line. Each man placed himself on his it by telegraph to Greenbush. It will
forthwith dispatchedanother note
f '
lawyer says come to his Office at 10 hands and knees, and by him stood a reach there before we do.’ The German
“ Mr. Lynde demands the instant re- o’clock to-morrow morning, and he’ll see soldier holding a stout stick about a yard paid tiie 30 cents and the boy departed,
moval of the before-mentioned sign, or that the old sign comes down in a jiffy.” long. On a signal from the commanding taking the saohel into another car. On
Mr. Lynde’s lawyer will wait on Bright
“ Oh, you wicked boy I ” said Bright A officerthe bands strnck up a lively air, reaching Greenbush the boy returned
A Co. this afternoon.”
Co.
and the men with the sticks commenced with the bag. ‘Ah,’ said the German,
To which came 'the short but perti“ Never mind that,” said Rufus. “I belaboring the culprits, keeping time to * dot delegraff is vun grate dings. Here,
nent reply:
give you my word that the sign shall re- the music with the greatest regularity. date anoder quorter, mein poy.’ ”
“ Mr. Lynde’s lawyer may wait on main just where it is;” and seizing his At a distance they had the appearance of
Bright A Co. a* soon as Mr. Lynde hat he escortedher to the door, leaving men beating dust out of carpets. After
The suit* of Mr*. Myra Clark Gaines
chooses.”
Fred in the act of executing a break- each had received about fifty blows on to obtain possession of her property in
But it happened that Rufus couldn’t down, illustrative of extreme astonish- the back the mnsic ceased, and the
New Orleans fill almost the entire calget away from the store that day. Some ment, but too much astonishedto whistle
offenders returned to the ranks.— ^4 r- endar of the United States ‘Circuit Court
gre t festivity,to take place that cvrn- an accompaniment.
luiuian Cor. London News.
in that city. ^
jig

“ Mr. Lynde’s complimentsto Bright
: Co., and begs to call their attention to
'
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AMERICAN ARMS.

inches in diameter. The color is always
white, to They eat it raw with salt ; they
boil and serve it as we do turnipe ; they
of W»r bf the United States.
pickle
it m hrine* top# and roots, on *
[New York por. Chicago Tlmea.]
consume
the resuAin vast quantities
Tlie past few jjijpjrshave developed a
they dry the tpps mid roots and fee
great trade in American munitions of
war. Our rifles were first put into the upon them, and, worst of all, they hang’
them on poles *u the fields to freeze and
hands of foreign troops at the close of
thaw all winter, and then consider the
the rebellion. The United States had
shriveled remama worth eating.
on its hands two million stands of arms,
which were offered for mle to foreign
A Disastrous Young Woman.
governments, and many of the Asiatic
As
an
instance of what hot temper and
levies of the Porte are armed with the
rash
action
oat! accomplish to tain a life,
guns of Union soldiers. The Prsnch
Government took 800,000 muskatfe, and
the balance are still in the United States l a. , is one of the best illustrations.A
arsenals. All except 50,000 of these young lady, Miss Kale MoGtihery, was
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Remarkable Superiority of the Munitions
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and .axteprtional
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strength
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me art the pecu& fascinations of
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manufacture.
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description,from the lightest,
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three months ago, made contracts with
Trouble In the Household.
ELASTIC TRUSS
powder firms of this coimtry for 25,000
Wo would advise every oho interestednot to
Isss Fit mx from all UMr., I.
barrels of powder, and that some 5,000 buy Yeast or leaking Powder, loose or in bulk.
riup-ih*p*.»lih t'eij A'tj'ntln,H(.l)
m
ceawf, Uk'ir m k11 p.'ib
barrels have already been shipped. The- They are usually made by unskillful persons,
ilostuf th-iteaU, whil-th. ball in
Turks have been equally active in tlie and have frequently proven totally unfit for
«*• 'on piessosback tb- intestines Just as h person
purchase of our munitions of war. With- use.,, There is no guarantee or responsibility
would with the ringer
attached to loose powder. Dooley’sYeast
ligbr |.rf«nrr lb. lumU U h-W
in the past four months three vessels,
Fbl. snAa r«dtoklcure .• ri.ln U !• t»»y,
Powder is always put up in cans, warranted Wttrr.lyd«»
dor»bl» SDO.b.sp. Hent Itsmsil. t.onU'ifrv.
loaded with arms and ammunition, have full weight,and absolutely pure.
ECQLE8TON TR08B OO.. WarghBil. Mlclu
sailed for Constantinople. Other foreign powers ore also becoming liberal
Thirty years’ experienceproves the
patrons of American dealers in ammuni- Gracfonberg Vegetable Pills to bo the mildest
«
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t
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and most effective medicine ever known for the

'

complete cure of headache, biliousness,liver

Volcanic Eruptions.

best

fenSfes^iS

full VlmctimT
-umMorer^mT'
Sent Free h» sny address. No stamp required.
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a volcano can

do the following

of digestion. Sold everywhere; price 25 cents
per box. Send for almanacs. Graefenberg Co.,

: In 1797 the crater of
Tunguragua,one of the great peaks of New
the Andes, flung out torrents of mud,
which dammed up rivers, opened new
lakes, and in valleys 1,000 feet wide
made deposits of 600 feet depth. The
stream from Vesuvius, which, in 1737,
passed through Torre del Greco, conrecord will show

tained 38,600,000cubic feet of solid mat-

York.

CFTEW

‘

raphl'y at

owiqqn

niems., silver,postage-stamps^andcar^s.

and in 1793, when Tone del Greco
Pond’s Extract for over twenty-five
was destroyed a second time, the moss years has been recognizedin medical writings
of lava amounted td ’45,000,000 cubic as tho great specific for Pain, Congestions,
feet. In 1769, ./Etna poured forth a flood Piles or any Soreness.
which covered eighty-four square miles
Hofmann’s Hop Pills cure the Ague at once.
of surface, and measured nearly 100,000,000 cubic feet On this occasion the
sand and^coria formed the Monte Rosini,
near Nicholosa,a cone two miles in cir- SIMMONS’ LIVER
cumference and 4,000 feet high. The
For all Oisaasei ot the Uvar, Stomach and Splaon.
stream thrown out by JEtna, in 1810, was
in motion at the rate of a yard a day for
It to eminently* Ftmily Medicine ; end
by twin* kept wady for ImmorlUtoresort
nine months after the eruption ; and it
win uve many an noer of Buffering, and
nuny a dnlUr In time end dooton* bills.
is on record that the lava of the some
After Forty Yesn’ UU1 it to still receivmountain, after a terrible eruption,was
if the most uiujonlidedtostlmonistoof
its virtuesfrom persons of the highest
not thoroughly cool and consolidatedten
ehMncterand responsibility.Rmlnent

Scrofulous Humor.
eradicate frtw the lysteqk oven taint
hwofiua and SorolulousHumor. IT hsslkollnanetitlt
cured thnnsnnds in Boston tnd vicinity who had been
long and painful sufferers.

Cancer, Cancerous

Humor.

The msrvolous effect of VEonxiNK In case of Cancer
and Cancerous Humor challengesthe nr *t profound at.
tori turn of tho medical faculty, many of whom aro prescribing Veuetine to their patienU

for
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SIOVEPOilSH

WILHOFT’®
A.ntltoPexrlo<AiOs
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Veoetivk has never failed to cure the most
case of

mines
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The

purpoL.
^ »nd leemn

ICmstiSHEDSGYiABa.Always cures. Always
ready. Always handy. Has never yet failed.TJKrty
niilionihair tvifd it. The whole worid spprovee
the giorloosoid Mustang -the Besf and Obespest

Liniirmtin existence.

26

cents a bottle. The

DKltOEU-nm^bare fnwuenl
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affairs.
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Unrivalled for the
ToiUt.mlthe Bstb.
No srUfiriai aoA
dscritlv. odor* to
covtr rommon and
Atlrisriom »tipT*.llSBti. AlUi yranof
iri.ntlflf.*,wrim»ii»
the manuU''!ur«r of
B. T. Baf r> Bol
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the great

Veoetine does not

sot ss a cathartic to debflltsfe the
bowels, but cleanses all the organs, enablingeach to perform tbe functionsdevolvingupon them.

— *•*./
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gyuuvMSvtyiaIQUFit
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HEADACHE.
|fe
'S,

Veoetinf. has restoredthousands to health who hava
been long and painful sufferers.

Dyspepsia.

_ Vidirani to not s sttmalsting bitter* which createsa
flcttttous appetite,bnt a gentle tonic, which assists
n*tureto restore the stomach to s healthy action.

Female Weakness.

nad

$*'00

$1.00

Osgood's Heliotypo Engravings.
The chrtcctthousehold ornament i. Price
Send for catalogue.

One Dollar each.

jame»b. osgood

& co.

$1.00
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upon the secretive organa and allay* Inflammation.
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BABBITTS TOILET SOAPT

Catarrh.

ects

^PPlp!l8> LIVES

Ac OO.,
Nru> Orlra.%*,l‘roj/t.

contends for the govurnmento

eaforcedby rullit >ry violence.It an
feeders— « bed) now not fir from a n
theropet careful, complete i.nd tnA—
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FOR SALR BY ALL DRUOGWT8.

disappear^* Wlt!l Vlt0KTI!,,c’ lind tbe*8 complaints

The Sum oontlnaos to be the .trenuoju advocateof
relonn and letienohdumt.1
and of the sulirtitotion of

speedily

most inveterate

Faintness at the Stomach.
1877.
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Are caused by an Impure sfnte of the blood. Cleansethe

it
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intojou arest._
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If Veoetise to token reyplarlr. according to direeUons, a certain and speedy cure will follow its use.

NEW YORK.

1877.
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to be absolutely
dispensable to every Japanese, whether
high or low, is the radish. They have
developed it to gigantic proportions,the
roots often three feet long and three

Erysipelas.

Constipation.

THE SUN.

'O

A Warranted Cure!
,

MEXICAN MUSTANG LINIMENT.

1*

i

DixMtnrn t'rmnnl bjf Malarial
VobajHiuff of Ute Blood.

G. R.

Hast hr liniment cures when nothing else will
SOLD BY ALL MKPIOINK VKNPKK8.
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TumorR, Ulcers or Old Sores

ThefamomsailvOe

Cetto de Pasace, in Pefti have,
since their first discovery,yielded silver
estimated atRSO^DOO Qj}0 iav^ue, This
enormous supi Was jteahzed in kpite
the unfaithful working of crude s
that did not produce ' anything iikp the
amount the ore
re was ca
capable of yielding,
The projected
id tunnel, by draining the
mines, it is tthought, 'wiu restote their
value and enable
ible the miners to reach the
richest ores.{ The project is' the plan of
Mr. Henry 5 eiggs, the famous American
railway buider of Pern, and, if it is
pushed with the vigor characterizinghis

TOKriC.

t'or

Rheum.

Fw

many years has been in the process

stock lode, in Nevada.

i

FEVER AND A6DE

Mercurial Diseases.
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Inflexible

Canker.

bloodnpurlRer
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of constructionfor the drainage of
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World.”
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Canker.
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FOR MAN AMD BEAST.
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.Send a H-ocnl

GOOD OLD
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rthlng to try

SCROFULA,
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EFFECTUAL SPECIFIC

Silver Mines of Peru.
Peru contemplates an imitation
silver mines of the Sutro tunnel,

it
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m

REGULATOR

Physicianscommend

cost*

Reason shonid tesch
that a blotchy, rough or pimpled skin (ieixmdsentirely upon an irtteinialcause.and
no outward application
can over cure tho defoot. VEUETINE to the great blood purifier.

tatch

event

Im.inew H

Pimples and Humors on the Face.

ter ;

years after the

ny other

AThe Best

VEOKTI5E has never fsUed to care the
case of Kryti pelts.

Tobacco.

i
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any person who has ever

The Pioneer Tobacco Company,
Now York, Boston and Chicago.
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, or
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thetwi fSiiKlf"IjSffVperwslS^
time tu tbe wink, or only yoqyaunro moments. Wo have
•gouts win. are making over Nk'ti tier day at tho bnsl-

__

Any agent or

AO KN » UP., Philadelphia,

i^1.ll-nKRrtic1-®l“,^0T.arlAiOnB
•snjplo./rcr.

was awarded the highestprise at CentennialExposition
for Its flnO chewing qniiUties,the excellenceand IssMn*
Tho VlMlETTOE meots with wonderful success in the
its tweoUmfai*and flavoring.If you want
euro of this clu6« uf diseases.
the best fobaecoever made, ask your grocer for this,and
see rhnt each plugbear* our blue-strip trade-mark,
with
words .Jackvon’sBest on it Bold whoio-ulehy all jobSalt
1-rx. Send for wimple to U. A. JACK/ UN &
.iliunUnciurem , Fclcrsburg, Va.

Wood Tag Ping

VAN HA

nrN.<M.U/,i»iiiwd
in ihese timesi
but IT can fAnu.iile In three tnonthl
'by mi) nut, of vi'hersex, in nny
who »
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im country,woo

A 3-Cent Pocket-Book!

Tlie Celebrated
“ Matchless ”

K.

A MQNTM-AGENTS WANTED -36 bMt

complaints, nervousness, fevers, and diseases characterof
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TOBACCO

CrtEWiNfi

Flour

Buttou* given with each half dns. Keep’s Shirts
Keep’s Shirt* r re delivered FRF.K on receipt of price

t
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SWEET m

-

Sleeve

VRCHjn-K ^!1

MEW

Maixe Flour Toilet Noapl

Keep’s Custom Khirta-made to messars,

•witness? Sold by all druggists.
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ORGANS.

flnest and most elegant in use

A Hazardv

the leading remedy for despondency.
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I\ HUItMIA.^PS
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more for me than iillV*»*togethitr.
H. A. Cook."

ing

ivery

stated that the Russian Government,

lake oruurs of
20U a year
muss paid
(am to. Mo

Y., Fob 17. liU.-fl/rtHrAai

Ap

is

^ra.sgr
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kind of wbrkt are une
gun. The machine-made weapon was novel
eqimled in ityle,
foufid to be so much superior to the old
muelitp,
them
'oomba
needle-gun in point of cheapness and finthe high.
eat written nwnrd
a\vnr<lak
at the Centennial
Centenn! Kzi>oeiUon.
ish that the Governmentlias discardedits
fNoiie genuine
old stock, and the Prussian armies are
kN.
. nfleesthey are
now equipped with guns made by Amer- any tune. Tlie proposal was taken by
atnmm il \rttli our unmc cud Trad-.Miirli.
A liberal
ican machinery, under the supervisionof another of the party, who reduced the
American skilledlabor. Russia, within tlie time’ to half an hour. (I Mr. Toombs acpast two years, has purchased 500 Gat- cepted the amendment, the stakes were
ling guns, the American mitraileuse, put up, and Mr. Toombs began his task.
every gun equal in effectiveness to 10Q Beginning with “ I Wont Go Home Till menu offnled.Rmid lot clrcnlani and pTlte-Itov«.
muskets. Thirty thousand of her troops Morning,” he ran tlirough his reperare equipped with rifles made on the toire, ending with “ Paddle Your Own
Berdan principle, at Colt’s manufactory, Canoe,” in grand style. When the half
CONCOUlh N. II.
Hartford Her armies also carry 200, 000 hour was ended, not being blown, the
Smith & Wesson pistols, and orders for whistler kept it up twenty minutes
longer, winning, of course, the stakes.—
further supplies are Bow being filled.
American arms have won their way Hartford Times. * - Tf)n Y'T>
abroad, first by their comparative cheapAppetite a NecesaKy.
ness. It is only another illustration of
Appetite is a necessity.Without H, BUfUdent
the inevitable displacement of handfood is not received into the stomach, either to
T (V
made wares by the cheaper and more nourish the system or to give the stimulus to
perfect products of machinery.
the bowels which they requiro. Both these
Not less vigorous has been the growth organs and tho liver beootae torpid in conseof our trade in ammunition, A large quence,and tho blood grows poor in quality and
ii
quantity. Improve the appeute,therefore, aud
part <tf the cartridges fftAhe ammunition
avoid such result*. This is most effectually
I lioii«nmlH of mother* have placed on record
stores of Russia were made at Bridge- done with Hostetter'sStomach Bitters, a tonic Uieir belief that, for kI! oompiftinHof the stomach and
port,
The Russian Government has appetizer and alterative without a peer. It^ ImMeis to which childrenaresoteect,
purchased from this one manufactory, in gives not only an unwonted zo* for food, but/ Tarrant’s EffervescentSeltzer Aperient
the most unuxceptionabloof correctivesand allcra
the last five years, some, 40,000,000 ehahleatho stomach to digest and the system) i*
to assimilate it. Flatulence,heartburn,nausea, •bea. Tlie ro-u«*v< for thts'Mift arc niortoua.It forms
cartridges. Early th^s spring Russia and every other concomitaut of indigestion, are a deltcionsmid most refreshingdraught, relieves tlie
c-oMrlsofall acrid msttttf without pain, allaye liner, in
purchased 3,000' tond of iXlke Superior removed by it, as are also biliousness aud con- diici% .loei,,.tremrthrn*digestion,nsutraiise.acid in
1'« stomach, cures ilaiuldno
acts ns a gentle stiumlant,
stipation.
Each
nerve
and
fiber
of
tho
body
is
copper, which was taken to Bridgeport
tones the tender nerves,anil never gripestho patient.
and is now being turned into cartridges. made to tinglo with health by its use, aud it is \V hat titmilycan afford to he without ouch a resourcein
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A Whistling Match.
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BtoMhord's, Conchntrftpd Blood. Iferre and Brain
B
Bulidlhg rood, or Vinle'Kftrart <\f Whral, prevents
its and
cures Diseasesof fie A>rs.n* Sytirm and uigtnier Or.

facturing arms, introduced cqjnnleto jpachinery from the United Stales, and has

manufacture

jr~. l-or terms ml-

REVOLVER FREE
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determined

forftib
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MlANTEDIr^^^^.rai',^

company lias sent abroad about 1,000,000 dened by his father’sconditionthrtt'lte
his assailant.. He
stands of arms, of which Spain has
taken 800,000;' France,-200,000; Egypt, fonnd^M-SMrorit oMi# 'vSj-'store
100,000; Mexico, Central America, and a wherp tlie fii^t assault wps m^de, and,
number of smaller powers 60,000 each. picking up' a two-pound brass weight,
Even the Prussian needle-gun has been hulled it at Mr. McGilvCry’s head, fractAmericanized. The Prussian Govern- uring the ‘Skull. 'The wounded man
ment^ impressed with the value of died id a few hours. Miss Kate, the mAmerican .improved mejhg^qpi manu- neeent cimse of all thr troublc.has 1

established an American arsenal nt Berlin

Meilo
iuy 13

$2iN/,.rff;«a

I

his resiso

W

S5937

ting his head badly, though not serious-

of the Khedive’s army is ly. Mr. Bell was removed to
the Remington rifle. This dence, and his son Richard was

ChMp^TlMhs

.

by 17 Ageim ln.inn.77with
now articles.Samplon free.
i t Address <7. if. Lining**, Ckieugo.
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,
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to
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large; part

mvote. laaw&t
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fie

sends abroad about 2,000 a month,

WJSS

oolite;

fEUS!5?

or foreign

arms were muzzle-loader^ *a style of
weapon wliiehj iji
years, has
been almgst entirely supersededin the
armies of tfirgtal&M powers by the improved brtedlwoadmg riffe; Some time
ago the Turkish Government gave the what she said, but after a second or third and Terms to Agents.
Superior InducementsOffered.
Winchester Arms Company a contract to call did as requested.Misunderetandladyon
furnish 600,000 rifles, ^lie filling of
this contract is now giving employment
to 2,000 men a day at Providence, R. I.
The Winchesteir vomprtnyhas in the past horse. Mr. McGilvery started down
town to find Mr. Bell ' He met him intwoir 1
frontf^flstore, amL without warning,
other
men
mocked
him through the window, cutg ar
"VMi 'ft

.........

iVo1: "JiS’u.
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Spxczal Notml— In order to introduce Tn Sim
more widely to the public, we will send
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U. 8. Claim Att’y.WeshingUm, D.O.
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Intoxicating Shrubs.

1’nder the nbove head we find nn

New York

in the

•

I.

nrti«de

fanatics, that we cannot

refrain from holding

it

up for

Cheap
Cash
Store
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their peru-

sal. We don’t think human agency will
get the credit for growing the intoxicant:

Von Mueller has been examining a bush from which the natlfee of
“ Baron

— FOR;

pid

Australia derive an Intoxicant.It is

BARGAINS IN DRY

that it is capable of exciting the wn/rfcr

a

to

'

frenzy of courage rather terrible in

what U sometimes called civilized warfare, would

. the savage, but which, in

probably tend very materiallyto feduce
referred to is the duboisii hop-

be found in

woodii, and is to

tfie region

growing very plentifully. A second spe-

and one which in

all

New

Guinea, while over the great-

er part of the Australian continent are to

many

be found

AND GROCERIES.

SHOES

No. 52, Eighth Street.

Mr. J. Alber* will attend to hie Clock and Jow
probability possesses the same intoxicating elry baslnew,and Mr. WljkliaiJiH’nto the Watches.
However, each of them will watt on the pnb'lc in
power, la to be found in forest land from absence of the other. They have a Urge and beau
tiful stock of Clocka and Watches, which they offer
near Sydney to near Cape York, and U
for sale cheap.
known to extend over New Caledonia as

well as

Hardware Store

CALL & SEE.
•

Holland, Mich.,

MEAT MARKET

4

Cor. Eighth and

Puh

FIRST

Mne

horses and beaatifnl carriages,cntUra. and
kinds of vehicles can always be obtained at oat
stable at reasonable rates.

H. VVijkhuusen,
J. Albums.

GOOD TURNOUTS* GUARANTEED.
The anderalffned has opened a hardware store la
the old _____
___________
_______
___
•tana of G.
J. Haverkate, where
he will
keep conatantly on hand a completestock of General Hardware,Stoves. Glaaa, Naita, Farming Implement*.Carpenter'sTools and everythingeUe

GIVE USA TRIAL.

_

vs

similarly qualified to act

as stimulants. Central Australians,be

Planing

Mill.

says, use the duboisia hopweodii,just as

TEAMING DONE ON SHORT NOTICE.

and Peruvians employ the leaves of

ans

“ travel many days’ journey to obtain this,
to them, precious foliage, which is carried

always about by them broken into small

"It

aatisfy all

WE HAVE

and see and give

Call

of

us a

world has slresdy got intoxicants enough,
but there are many of the

ills

Holland, March

flesh is heir, for

which as yet no remedy

has been

and the herb or shrub

found,
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which has proved itself capable of inspir-

Or anything in oar line, manufactured on abort
notiae.

H.

ing martial ardor may in skillful bands

W. VERBEEK &
4

prove of inestimablevalue in the great

-
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know
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litlio as yet

medical resources, and every added

u
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Complete,

Probate Order.
STATE OF MICHIGAN, County
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much

en-

RETAIL.
MATERIAL
OOFFI1TS,
Just Received at

Bojei. SSeSST0' ,l,,
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Horse Shoeing a

always keep on hand a full stock of

Speciality
J.
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Apoare being overhauled and made

calypse

note of in a way to delight Cap’n Cuttle.

FLIEMAN.

The latest and most careful computation
of dates points out 1882

as

the year

culmination of prophecy,

of the

and not

this

year, as some of the Adventistcalculation

W S
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with anything decisive, and the earth

lingers.

Our

facilities for

Job

Now good

still

sober Episcopalian

ing are unequaled in this

city,

all

times prepar-

scholars bestir themselves;and, starting

from the
Daniel’s

made Bishop Boniface pope,

ended In 1866, and us the papacy didn’t
end completely
came necessary
else to fill

the

at

for something

who

Mohammedan power from

prophetic 1260 days in

IN

giv-

ing “the unspeakable”a long shift, but the
interpretersconsole themselves in the be-

tion of the Jews
nuts for Daniel

begin,

-which

will be

Deronda,aswell as

for

his distinguished prophetic godfather.

Rand’s New York

0

tory for 1877. — The second volume of this

valuableand indispensable work has just

been issued by the Publishers,Messrs.
Walter Heugh & Co., of 8 ParkPIacw,
New York. No pains or expense has been
spared in the production of the present
volume, to make it complete and reliable.
It Is pronounced by the New York city

IN

Silver Ware, Watches, Clocks,

Jewelry & Fancy Goods.

COMMERCIAL *, —
PRINTING

appearance and binding, certaiuiy-k
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Mr. Cla.k having had fourteen year* of experience in setting up and repairing Engines. Boilers,
nutting In Steam heating apparatus, Pipe-building
for steam, i a* and water, we will iry and give »atisfaclionto all that give u* a cull.

BOOKBINDING!

The undersignedwishes to inform his old friends
and residents of Hollandand vicinity that being at
present located at Muskegon, he has made arrangements with Mr. D. R. Mecngs, at Holland, at whose
store, on River street, all job work for binding can
of
left. I have purchaseda new and completeline
STATE OF MICHIGAN, the Circuit Court for he
of tools and stock and will furnish first-class work.
the County of Ottawa, in Chancery. At a sesA. CLOETINGH.
sion of said court, held at the Court House in
Muskegon,Sept. 8 1875.
the City of Grand Haven, in said county,on the
2nd day of June, A. D. 1877. Present, Hon. Dun
J. Arnold. Circuit Judge. Sarah E. Wilson, Comulninaut u. James C. Wilson. Defendant-.
Upon due proof by affidavit,that James C.
Wilson, the defendantin the above entitledcause,
pending in this court, resides out of the said State
of Michigan,mid' in Canada, on motion of William
N. Ang
Angel. Solicitorfor Complainant,Ordered, that
sail defendant do appear and answer the hill
the said
Has removed his business to
com
of compUInt
filed in said cause, by the Eighteenth
duyqf i>ei>tnnber. A. 1). 1877, else the snia bill of
complaint shall be taken aa confessedby him; and
further that this order be published, within twenty
79 Monroe Street.
days from its date, in the Holland Citt News, a
newspaperprinted and published lu said County of
Will be pleased to see all his old friend* nndcusXtawa. ano be published therein once in each week,
tomers that requireanythingin the clothing line.
f r six weeks in succession; such publication. Iiot.
We make, cut and trim to order anything in our
ever, shall not bo necessaiy, in case a copy of this
line according to the latest styles,and for the low
order be served on the said defendant personally,
est possible prices.
at least twenty days before the time herein prescribed for his appearance.
DAN J. ARNOLD, Circuit Judge.
Examined, countersignedand entered bv me.
A. A. Tract, ReoUter.
GIVE US A TRIAL.
A true Copy of the original,on file In said cause.
I. P. THIBOUT.
Alfred A. Tract, Register.
17.

1877.
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postage prepaid.

this State.
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Live.

CANDY

Having rented the machine sbopjandpower, owned
by Wm.H. Deming, of this place, we are
preparedto repair ail kinds of

Holland. March

accepted interpretationthat ed to

"time and times nod the

where.

I

and we are at

CLARE A GOODRICE,

Print-

heavenly, came to time
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closed up affairs last Baturday,but neither
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From the cheapest to the finest WALNIT CASKETS in the market, and cheaper than in any

the present yeasty condi-

in

of Ottawa, ss:
aeMioa of the Probate Court of the County

day the fourth day of June, In the year
one thooaand eight nuLdred and seventy-seven.
Present: Samuil L. Taw, Judge of Probate.

Holland. September 1, 1875.

The mlilcnariims are finding

a

SIXTY DOLLARS CASH
All Work Warranted.

large stock of well selected Wall Paper and
window shades, which I sell at

I

“The Little Horn,”

Homuro.JuljfH,1W1.

IND.
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fact is fraught with interest.”
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of what

the botanical world is capable of yielding
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Spring Goods.
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My

SOUTH

Consisting of all kinds of

We

strugglebetween life and disease.
probably

Co.
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On reading and Ming the petition, duly verified,
O
r«P«rentIng that said Josephine
Boy ea latelydied In Mid County of OUaAlso sole Agent for the
wa intestate,leaving estate In Bald County of Ot
laws to be administered, and praying among other
things, for the appointment of himself as admlni*trator thereof. Thereupon it la ordered, that
Tneaday the third day of July next, at one
o clock in the afternoon, be assigned for the
BE3ST3D,
hearing of said petition and that the heirs at law
of the sild deceased,and ail other perrons InThis wagon is the best wagon In use in this State,
terested In said estate, are requiredto appear
and the only slope-spokedwagon mannfac
at a session of said Court, then to be holden at
tnred. It is a bettor wagon than the Jackthe Probate Office, in Grand Haven, in said
son Wagon, and I will sell them Just as
County, and chow cause, If any there be, why the
cheap, and give a written wananty
praver of the petitioner rtould not be granted:
for one year. Wagons of my
And It is farther ordered, that said petitioner give
owu manufacture I will
notice to the persona interested In said estate,of
sell for
the pendency of said petition and the hearing
thereof by causing a copy of this order to be pnbllshed In the “HollandCmr N*ws," a newspaper
printed and circulated in said County of Ottawa
hearing6 MCceM,Te week8 previous to said day of
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And we are confident we can
forced Journeys through the desert.—
want
“ Those living near the Barcoo,” he adds,

The undersignedannounces to the Poblie that
they have flni.Yedtheir new Meat-Market,and are
now ready to supply their cuatomen with all kinds
Bj Pro“Ptoe»i and fair
toey fed confident of giving satisfactionto
all thoae who wish to favor them with part of their

E. J.
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will also pro
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A Fine line of New Style of Dress Goods just received.
Great bargains in Sugar. Cash paid for Wool.

M ,och 10 the pnb,,c and w,,!
extending from the Darling river and Bar; boon engaged tor some time pn*t tor Me*i*r*. Joellu
« Brejmnn, ha* now stsrted for himself in the
coo to West Australia, though nowhere •tore of Mr. J. AlUM. at
cies of duboisia,
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